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fulfillment of the requirements for the PhD Degree at the Rochester Institute of
Technology

Abstract
With the advent of digital video and cinema media technologies, much more is
possible in achieving brighter and more vibrant colors, colors that transcend our
experience. The challenge is in the realization of these possibilities in an industry rooted
in 1950s technology where color gamut is represented with little or no insight into the
way an observer perceives color as a complex mixture of the observer’s intentions,
desires, and interests.
By today’s standards, five perceptual attributes – brightness, lightness, colorfulness,
chroma, and hue - are believed to be required for a complete specification. As a
compelling case for such a representation, a display system is demonstrated that is
capable of displaying color beyond the realm of object color, perceptually even beyond
the spectrum locus of pure color.
All this begs the question: Just what is meant by perceptual gamut? To this end, the
attributes of perceptual gamut are identified through psychometric testing and the color
appearance models CIELAB and CIECAM02. Then, by way of demonstration, these
attributes were manipulated to test their application in wide gamut displays.
In concert with these perceptual attributes and their manipulation, Ralph M. Evans’
concept of brilliance as an attribute of perception that extends beyond the realm of
everyday experience, and the theoretical studies of brilliance by Y. Nayatani, a method
was developed for producing brighter, more colorful colors and deeper, darker colors
with the aim of preserving object color perception – flesh tones in particular. The method
was successfully demonstrated and tested in real images using psychophysical methods in
the very real, practical application of expanding the gamut of sRGB into an emulation of
the wide gamut, xvYCC encoding.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 THE CHALLENGE OF UNDERSTANDING WHAT WE
SEE
Gabriel Garcia Marquez in the first volume of his autobiography, Living to Tell the
Tale [Marquez, 2003], writes of when he, as an adolescent, disembarked from the
town of Sucre on the Caribbean coast of Columbia that “ … the entire region was
a sea of gentle water that changed colors on account of the blankets of flowers
that covered it according to the time, place, and our state of mind.” The very
essence of the notion of “changing colors … according to time, place, and our
state of mind” is the essence of R. M. Evans’ work in color that began in the early
1930’s and culminated in the period from 1945 to 1974 at The Eastman Kodak
Company.

1

Figure 1-1: “… sea of gentle water that changed colors on account of the blankets of flowers that covered it”

1

Photo by Kuji Fujisawa

1

Evans notes in the preface of his book, The Perception of Color [Evans, 1978]
that the study of color over 150 years has developed into the science of
colorimetry – that the physical attributes of the stimuli can be measured and
specified in very simple terms and with precision approaching the sensitivity of
the eye and that stimuli can be computed that exactly match one another. Yet, up
to the time of Evans’ death in 1974, there had been little advancement in
understanding what an observer such as Marquez actually saw in the blankets of
flowers in the Columbian region of Sucre.
The way in which the eye’s sensitivities are used by an observer who is
presented with more and more complex situations is a correspondingly complex
mixture of the observer’s intentions, desires, and interests. In this context, Evans
began with the simplest possible stimulus and eventually arrived at a treatment
of the perception of color in everyday situations. In his development of the
subject, he introduced the concept of brilliance as a fundamental attribute of
color perception.

1.2 THE PERCEPTUAL ASPECTS OF COLOR
Munsell’s representation of color perception in hue, value, and chroma
was perhaps one of the first realization of the perceptual attributes of color
occurred, and as the science of colorimetry developed, it wasn’t until the CIE
1931 Standard Observer was defined that these three perceptual attributes could
begin to be expressed in terms of the physical parameters of color. In 1976, the
CIELAB/CIELUV opponent spaces were standardized as a step closer to color
perception at least in the Munsell sense of representing equal perceptual

2

differences, yet directly derived from the measured, physical parameters of color.
Furthermore, correlates of the three fundamental perceptual attributes of hue,
chroma, and lightness could also be directly derived. But, as Evans notes, these
attributes could only be applied in the limited case of a fixed background where
the appearance of the stimulus is controlled exclusively by the stimulus itself.

1.2.1 The Hunt and Nayatani Models
Based in these fundamentals, work in color perception shifted to the color
appearance of related stimuli, principally through the study and modeling of
chromatic adaptation. Hunt [1991] published a model of color vision for
predicting color appearance that was first outlined in the early 1980s. In this
model, Hunt recognized five different visual fields – a uniform color patch of
about 2° subtense, a proximal field, the background, the surround, and the
adapting field. Further, Hunt’s model required 16 independent input variables to
fully describe these fields including three for reference white. In this context,
Hunt described well beyond three perceptual attributes – hue and colorfulness;
saturation,

relative

yellowness-blueness,

and

relative

redness-greenness;

brightness and lightness; chroma; and whiteness-blackness. Of course, they are
not all mutually exclusive, and in the evaluation of his model, observers scaled
hue, lightness, colorfulness, and chroma.
In a similar effort, parallel with Hunt’s work, Nayatani [1990] describes his
color appearance model of a uniform color stimulus in achromatic backgrounds.
His model requires specification of eight physical parameters of the viewing field
accounting for background, illuminant, and test stimulus, and it predicts directly
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the perceptual attributes of hue, brightness, lightness, saturation, chroma as
derived from saturation and lightness, and colorfulness.

1.2.2 CIECAM97s/CIECAM02/iCAM
By today’s standards exemplified in CIECAM97s/CIECAM02, five
perceptual attributes are believed to be required for a complete specification of
color appearance – brightness, lightness, colorfulness, chroma, and hue
[Fairchild, 1997]. It is by these standards that Evans would be pleased in that his
“central thesis” has been realized and accepted. Furthermore, the latest work in
color appearance, iCAM [Fairchild, 2004], extends the capabilities of color
appearance to that of image appearance and the provision of complex viewing
environments – a logical extension of Evans’ work that he fully recognized and
certainly would have pursued had he lived.

1.2.3 And Beyond
Yet, in all this, the central thread of Evans’ work, clearly its motivation
and his passion, was his concept of brilliance as a unique and fundamental
attribute of our perception of color. And it was this thread that led him to extend
the fundamental perceptions of color to more complex stimuli and the additional
perceptions they invoke. To him, brilliance could not be directly derived from
the known physical characteristics of the stimuli and the CIE 1931 Observer as
can brightness, lightness, colorfulness, chroma, and hue nor is it assignable to
any known physiological characteristic of visual sensation.
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1.3 VISUAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY – EXPANDING OUR
VISUAL EXPERIENCE
With the advent of electronic and, more recently, digital media
technologies, much more is possible in achieving brighter and more vibrant
colors, colors that transcend our experience. As this dissertation is written, digital
video and cinema display media are at the “sweet spot” of growth in these
technologies with brighter and more colorful video projectors and displays
available seemingly every day. Hence, the focus of this dissertation’s applications
phase will be on these media as a means of understanding perceptual gamut and
realizing the opportunities for its expansion, and as a demonstration of this
understanding.

1.4 DISSERTATION GOALS
The goals of this dissertation are then four fold:
1. to present the case for the use of perceptual representations of the gamut of
visual media instead of those traditional representations in xy chromaticity
diagrams that remain pervasive in the industry to this day,
2. to address how the perceived volume of a color gamut be specified, enlarged,
and manipulated through appropriate control of display and viewing
condition properties,
3. to build on Evans’ work and understanding of brilliance as perhaps a
description of perception outside the realm of everyday experience, and
based on this understanding,
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4. to demonstrate an application of brilliance to the expansion and re-definition
of visual media gamut as the technology of this media continues to grow and
expand increasing the bounds our visual experience.
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2 THE VISUAL MEDIA EXPERIENCE – HIGH
DYNAMIC RANGE (HDR) DISPLAYS
In the venue of High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging currently in vogue,
contrast ratios of up to 6 orders of magnitude have been reported at levels
beyond the limits of the fully adapted human vision system. In this venue when
photographing the classic image shown in Figure 2-1, the photographer reported
that either the shadows could be viewed in detail or the sunlit window and
skylight, but not both, depending on the photographer’s state of adaptation.
Scenes even beyond the above are a part of our everyday experience – a scene
where our attention is on the shadowed portion of a building with direct sun in
our field of view or direct sun filtered through foliage or reflected in the ripples
of water in a lake. We react typically by squinting, shading our eyes, changing
our viewing angle, or just looking away.

Figure 2-1: Stanford Memorial Chapel, a classic HDR scene having 6 orders of magnitude of dynamic range
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Current display media surely fail in all aspects of our everyday experience,
and it is in this context that corresponding HDR display technology offers
certainly one form of promise. Yet, it is the greater promise of this technology to
take us beyond our experience – an experience that is well within our ability to
perceive and an experience that is offered by expanding the gamut of this
technology in the perceptual sense. Those perceptions of colored objects
suggested by Evans can be invoked and color brightness and purity beyond the
bound of the gamut of everyday perception achieved. It is in this context that the
HDR display can effectively serve as a tool for defining perceptual gamut in its
fullest sense.

2.1 JONES AND CONDIT, 1941

Figure 2-2: Typical remote, sunlit, front lit scene [Jones and Condit, 1941]

In a classic paper [Jones and Condit, 1941], Jones and Condit measured the
luminance range of 130 natural scenes and determined their contrast ratio or, in
their terms, luminance ratio defined as the ratio of maximum to minimum
brightness. They classified the scenes into five groups:
Group I:
Group II:
Group III:
Group IV:
Group V:

Front lit, distant, sunlit scenes
Front lit, remote, sunlit scenes
Front lit, near by, sunlit
Front lit, near-by, sunlit, but with principle object of interest shaded
Heterogeneous scenes under haze, light cloud, and heavy cloud conditions
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The results for the five groups are shown in Figure 2-3 below where Bo,MIN is
the minimum luminance measured in foot-Lamberts (3.426 cd/m2 per footLambert), Bo,MAX the maximum luminance, BSo the luminance![contrast] ratio,
and Bo ( M ) the mean luminance. Figure 2-4 plots the frequency of occurrence of
!
!
luminance
[contrast]2 scale for all scenes.

!

Figure 2-3: Summary of average brightness values for all groups of scenes [Jones and Condit, 1941]

From their results, Jones and Condit obtained an average contrast scale of
160:1 with a maximum of 750:1 occurring in Group 4 scenes – front lit in sunlight
with the principle object in the shade. While these data were aimed at obtaining a
strategy for correct exposure, it is worthy to apply these results to current
display media. High quality, LCD displays are reported to achieve contrast ratios
2

Noted as “Brightness Scale” in Jones and Condit’s paper, perhaps correct at the time
their paper was published.
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of 300:1, and it could be said that such a display would reproduce certainly more
than half of Jones’ and Condit’s scenes with identical range.

Figure 2-4: Frequency of occurrence of brightness scale [Jones and Condit, 1941]

However, display device contrast ratios are often reported on rather
optimistically as the ratio of the display’s maximum brightness when totally on
to it’s minimum when totally off (or with large checkerboard patterns).
Furthermore, two factors greatly influence what is actually achievable under real
viewing conditions – internal flare where light from a highly illuminated area of
the screen scatters to those areas of low illumination and external flare where
ambient lighting reflects off the viewing surface into the observers field of view.
Under these conditions, contrast ratios of 30:1 are more typical for LCD displays
– basically a full order reduction in contrast ratio. While the same could be
expected for video projectors, the situation is lessened somewhat as projected
images are usually viewed in a darkened room. In either case, these technologies
seldom reproduce the full range of the original. Surely, it can be said, that if
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current video display technology fails us for the entirety of Jones and Condit
scenes, the technology then fails to represent all aspects of our experience3.

2.2 HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE (HDR) DISPLAY
TECHNOLOGY
A very compelling technology that continues to stir interest both in the
research community and ultimately in consumer video applications is that
introduced by Sunnybrook Technologies4, Inc. The technology was developed at
the Structured Surface Physics Laboratory of the University of British Columbia
which they characterize as a high brightness display or HDR technology
[Seetzen, 2004].

Figure 2-5: Sunnybrook Technologies, Inc. HDR display [Seetzen, 2004]

This technology was first introduced in the form of a video projector whose
filter wheel and electronics were modified to produce only a modulated
luminance channel which is further modulated in three RGB channels of a LCD
panel with backlighting removed (see Figure 2-5). The result is a very bright
image, 2,700 cd/m2 compared to 300 cd/m2 for a typical, high quality LCD
display, and a very low measured black level of 0.05 cd/m2 achieved by limiting
the leakage in the LCD panel at its input by the projector. Hence, contrast ratios
3

Note that Jones and Condit were not looking for high dynamic range (HDR) scenes and
did not include directly viewed light sources or highlights in their measurements.
4
Subsequently Brightside Technologies since acquired by Dolby Laboratories
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of 54,000:1 are obtained compared to 300:1 reported for typical LCD displays,
and this technology is capable of approaching 5 orders of magnitude in dynamic
range characteristic of the fully adapted, human visual system.

2.3 THE MAXWELLIAN VIEW

Figure 2-6: A Maxwellian View configuration [Wyszecki, 1982].

It could be said that the Sunnybrook HDR display technology is simply a
derivative of a much earlier technology familiar in the study of vision and based
on a very early concept first introduced in the 1860s by Maxwell [Wyszecki,
1982]. Figure 2-6 illustrates the simplest optical arrangement based on the
Maxwellian View where the where the image of a source S completely fills the
aperture of the lens, and the observers eye focused on the lens sees the lens
uniformly filled with light. In this way, retinal illuminance can be produced as
high as normal, direct viewing of the source. In other words, the full range of
illuminance of normal vision and beyond can be achieved. However, in a strict
implementation of the Maxwellian View, only highly constrained, monocular
vision is possible.
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Figure 2-7: Extended Maxwellian View (BIGMAX

TM

) [MacLeod, 2003]

A recent realization of the Maxwellian View called the Extended Maxwellian
View or BIGMAXTM was suggested [MacLeod, 2003]. The image of a backlit LCD
panel or 3-chip LCD projector is formed by a Fresnel lens/holographic diffuser
combination onto the observer’s retina (Figure 2-7). Unlike instruments based in
the Maxwellian View requiring highly restrictive viewing, the image can be
viewed binocularly without such restraint “ … while still providing pigmentbleaching light levels” with “ … dynamic range, color gamut, and spatial and
temporal resolution … sufficient for demanding applications in vision research.”
[MacLeod and Beer, 2003]. Figure 2-8 illustrates the expanded gamut of such
devices in terms of the cone response signals

!

S
L
and
.
L+ M
L+ M

!

Figure 2-8: BIGMAXTM gamut [MacLeod, 2003]
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2.4 THE MCSL PROTOTYPE HDR DISPLAY
From the point of view of MSCL research activities in HDR imaging and
perception, such a display would clearly add value, and to this end, a HDR
display was built based on the Brightside Technologies prototype [A version of
this Brightside monitor was subsequently donated to the lab by Cyprus
Technologies.] but with features specific to the MCSL work. These intended
features included a dynamic range of 5 orders of magnitude commensurate with
the fully adapted human vision system and the highest gamut volume possible.

2.4.1 Background - The Technology
The optical configuration of the Brightside display (Figure 2-2) consists of a
fresnel lens and holographic diffuser sandwiched behind the LCD panel to
collimate the projector beam and form the image of the projector in the plane of
the LCD panel. The projector image at the diffuser is defocused to eliminate the
moiré pattern resulting from the pixels of the projector beating against the LCD
pixels as a perfect one-to-one correspondence in alignment is not practical. The
defocused image is then sharpened by inverse filtering the luminance channel of
the LCD panel. Hence, because the Brightside HDR display requires equal
luminance from both the projector and the LCD channels for sharpening the
projector image, color gamut is reduced.
Whereas, the internally built, MCSL version (Figure 2-9) incorporates a 150
mm lens in the projector beam to focus the projector image on the plane of the
diffuser relieving the LCD panel of any burden of providing a luminance
component for sharpening. Hence, maximum color gamut is available, and as the
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display is intended for experimental purposes with one observer, the observer’s
position in viewing the display remains relatively constant and moiré has not
been seen as a significant problem. Finally, as the viewing position is fixed, the
distance between the LCD panel and the diffuser and fresnel lens was adjusted to
minimize “sparkle” caused by optical scattering between the layers.

Figure 2-9:The MCSL prototype HDR display
Table 2-1: MCSL HDR Display Configuration














Plus U5-232 DLP Projector
2000 Lumens
2000:1 contrast ratio (full ON/Off)
VGA (1024 10 768) resolution
F=2.6-2.9, f=18.4-22 mm projection lens
Monochrome mode with color wheel removed
768 x 1024 (VGA) LCD Panel
derived from 15” Apple XGA display and associated driver
150 mm, achromatic focusing lens
Fresnel lens to collimate projected image into a narrow viewing angle for maximum brightness
Reflexite BP331, Surface Relief Diffusive Microstructure (SRDM) engineered diffuser
Custom Reflexite 24 inch fresnal lens to redistribute the collimated light into a binocular, non-restrictive
viewing area
Driven by a MAC G4 or G5 computer configured with a dual-headed VGA graphics display board

2.4.2 Characterization
Both the MCSL and the Brightside displays were characterized according to
the following transformation [Berns, 2002] using two series of ramps – a projector
series with the LCD full on and an LCD RGB series with the projector full on. A
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Photo Research PR-650 spectrophotometer was used to capture the XYZ data for
each of the ramps.
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for RGB the scalar input values of the LCD panel, P the scalar attenuation of the
!

full output of the projector, and X rgb,maxYrgb,max Z rgb,max and X k,minYk,min Z k,min the
maximum and minimum output of the LCD panel respectfully for each of the

! projector full on ( P = 1.0 ). !
RGB LCD ramps with the

!

Figure 2-10: Histogram of CIEDE94 for 400 randomly generated, measured data for MCSL HDR

Figures 2-10 and 2-11 illustrate the histogram of CIEDE94 and a scatter plot
in a* b* of CIEDE94 for 400 randomly sampled, measured XYZ data and their

!
predicted values from the characterization. While these figures are for the MCSL
!

! they are typical of the Brightside HDR. For these data, the mean CIEDE94
HDR,
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!

was 1.05 with a standard deviation of 0.70. From Figure 2-11, the distribution of

CIEDE94 values seem, for all practical purposes, independent of their value in
a* b* .
!
!

Figure 2-11: Scatter plot of CIEDE94 against

a* b*

for 400 randomly generated, measured data

2.4.3 MCSL HDR Performance
!
Figures 2-12,13,14, and 15 plot the respective scalar values for each of the
projector and the LCD RGB channels’ LUTs with a normalized matrix M given
below and a computed dynamic range of 114,000:1. The maximum luminance of
the display was measured as 1,800

cd m 2 .

"0.2886
!$
M = $0.1645
$#0.0138

0.4055
0.6976
0.0843

!
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0.1968
0.1305
1.0286

0.0064%
'
0.0073'
0.0076'&

(2-2)

Figure 2-12: Projector LUT

Figure 2-13: LCD R-channel LUT
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Figure 2-14: LCD G-channel LUT

Figure 2-15: LCD B-channel LUT

2.4.4 Brightside HDR Performance
Figures 2-16, 17, 18 ,and 19 plot the respective scalar values for each of the
projector and the LCD RGB channels’ LUTs with a normalized matrix M given
below and a computed dynamic range of 86,000:1. The maximum luminance of
the display was measured as 3,320

cd m 2 ,

HDR display, but 25% less dynamic range.
!
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almost twice as bright as the MCSL

"0.2236
$
M = $0.1566
$#0.0504

0.4132
0.7037

0.1502
0.1355

0.1105

0.7286

0.0034%
'
0.0042'
0.0059'&

!

Figure 2-16: Projector LUT

Figure 2-17: LCD R-channel LUT
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(2-3)

Figure 2-18: LCD G-channel LUT

Figure 2-19: LCD B-channel LUT

2.4.5 Rendering engine
Figure 2-20 illustrates the process for rendering an image for display on either
of the HDR monitors. The MATLAB code for each of these processes is given in
Appendix D: Matlab HDR Rendering Engine Code.
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Figure 2-20: MCSL prototype HDR rendering engine

HDR_Register
HDR_Register builds an affine transform H for aligning the image of the
projector with the LCD panel. The application first displays a square matrix of
lines on the LCD panel. The observer, positioned where he or she will be viewing
images on the display, selects the projector image with the curser, then proceeds
to select each of 16 points successively left to right and top to bottom.
HDR_Forward_Model
HDR_Forward_Model builds the calibration structured array, Calib_HDR,
containing the LUTs for the projector (Proj_LUT) and the LCD (LCD_LUT), the
LCD matrix M, and the black and white point of the display (XYZ_black and
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XYZ_white) from RGBXYZ ramp data. A validation set of RGBXYZ data,
selected randomly over the gamut of the display, were then processed through a
reverse model contained within the HDR_Forward_Model and CIEDE94
computed with associated statistics.
HDR_Calib
XYZ image data in structured form is converted to projector and LCD digital
counts for display from the calibration data structure provide by the forward
model described in the above. The rendering strategy employed is to linearly
scale the image luminance to the entire dynamic range of the display and to first
place the burden of rendering the luminance on the projector to preserve
optimum color gamut as mediated by the LCD. Out of gamut points are mapped
to their maximum chroma with hue preserved. Figures 2-21 and 22 illustrate the
results for the luminance channel in both the MCSL and Brightside HDR
displays.5
One problem with this strategy is that image highlights that are very bright
tend to result in de-saturated colors thereby reducing perceived colorfulness.
Simply clipping the highlights, while increasing colorfulness, results in a loss of
detail in the highlights. In future studies, some form of non-linear scaling based,
perhaps, on the image statistics may be required to preserve both highlight detail
and colorfulness. Furthermore, images that have less dynamic range than the
display are necessarily rendered in a non-realistic manner appearing too bright

5

It is noted that the Brightside HDR display has an inherent green cast corrected by the
red channel base. Furthermore, its LCD RGB channels peak well before 255 counts
restricting the number of levels in their respective channels.
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with excessive contrast. Again, in future studies, not only non-linear mapping
techniques, but placement in the display’s tone scale needs to be considered.

Figure 2-21: MCSL HDR display luminance rendering strategy

Figure 2-22: Brightside HDR display luminance rendering strategy
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HDR_Transform
The projector image (K_HDR) in digital counts is first aligned to the LCD
image via the affine transform data structure HDR_Transform, H, then displayed
accordingly with its corresponding LCD image, RGB_HDR, from the image data
structure.
Rendering Performance
Figure 2-23 illustrates the resulting gamut of the MCSL HDR display in
CIELAB (white point set to display max). As the rendering strategy is the same
for the Brightside display, its gamut should be similar.

Figure 2-23: Gamut of the MCSL HDR Display
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3 PERCEPTUAL GAMUT
In his paper, Maximum Visual Efficiency of Colored Materials [MacAdam, 1935],
MacAdam stated that “One of the most compelling objectives of pigment and
dye chemists has been to … produce colors of ever greater purity without the
sacrifice of brightness.” In the interest of insuring that reasonable expectations be
set in this regard, MacAdam computed what have come to be called the
MacAdam Limits (see the section “MacAdam Limits and Zero Gray Content” of
the above) and this representation is referred to the theoretical maximum color
gamut of ideal materials.

Figure 3-1: The MacAdam Limits [MacAdam, 1935]

3.1 THE GAMUT OF REAL OBJECTS
In contrast to MacAdam whose limits are specified without realization in the
perception of an observer, Nickerson and Newall [Nickerson, 1943] constructed a
solid representation of the color space of normal human perception realizable in
practice as real conscious responses – a psychological color solid for Munsell
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chroma from zero to maximum, Munsell value from 1/ to 9/, and the five
principle Munsell hues and their complementaries. Figure 3-2 illustrates their
results – the solid on the left represents the discriminatory power of the normal
observer and the right representing the relatively greater lightness capable of
being measured with instruments during the time this paper was published.
Figure 3-3 illustrates horizontal sections through the solid at Munsell values 1/
to /9 where the dotted shape estimates the volume of available Munsell samples.

Figure: 3- 2: The psychological color solid for colors perceived under good visual conditions (left) and for
colors perceived when using a good instrument (right) [Nickerson, 1943]Horizontal sections through the
psychological color solid at Munsell values 1/ to 9/ [Nickerson, 1943]

Figure 3-3:Horizontal sections through the psychological color solid at Munsell values 1/ to 9/ [Nickerson,
1943]
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M. R. Pointer [Pointer, 1980] considered the gamut of real surface colors in the
CIE 1976 L" u"v " and L" a"b" color spaces for a typical dye set used in photographic
paper and typical CRT display. He compared this gamut to the theoretical
!
!
maximum
gamut as computed from MacAdam with a correction of surface

reflectance of 0.56% and what Pointer calls the real color gamut composed from
the Munsell Limit Cascade, a series of color working standards that include a
sample of high chroma for each of 48 different hues including 7 tints of each hue
in a graded series toward white for a total of 768 colors and representative of the
color gamut permitted by the colorants chosen. Figure 3-4 plots the resulting
Pointer’s maximum color gamut for real colors (inner gamut) derived from the
Munsell Limit Cascade and the corresponding optimal color gamut from
MacAdam with the correction for surface reflections.

Figure 3-4: Maximum color gamut for real colors (inner gamut) compared to the optimal color gamut (outer
gamut) [Pointer, 1980]
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Steingrimsson et al [2002] considered that “ ... new coloring and imaging
techniques have allowed to generate surface colors with higher chroma values
than Pointer has found.” To this end, the gamut obtainable with surface colors by
over 3,000 paper samples of Pantone colors used to specify, identify, and display
specific colors or inks in the graphic arts industry was constructed. Figure 3-5
plots the gamut of these samples (inner dark volume) in L" a"b" space for CIE
Illuminant D50 compared to the optimal color solid using MacAdam’s approach
!
of “ … calculating color responses from spectral curves
with the values of unity

or zero showing only either one single transmission band or one single
absorbtion band” [Steingrimsson, 2002]. Figure 3-6 similarly plots Pointer’s
gamut of real surface colors described in the above in the same context as an
additional point of comparison.

Figure 3-5: Optimal color solid with Pointer surface color solid [Steingrimsson, 2002]

Figure 3-6: Optimal color solid with Pantone color solid [Steingrimsson, 2002]
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Most recently, X. Li, et al, of the University of Leeds presented a paper [Li,
2007] that accumulated a large number of reflectance data sets (85,900 samples in
total) for comparison to Pointer’s gamut and the newly standardized Reference
Colour Gamut [ISO, 2004]. Their results are claimed to be more reliable
principally due to the shear number of samples.

3.2 PERCEPTUAL GAMUT IN COLOR APPEARANCE
ATTRIBUTES
These representations by MacAdam, Nickerson and Newall, Pointer,
Steingrimsson, and Li of the gamut of real objects are taken without
consideration of the context in which they are seen. In the most rudimentary of
contexts, the color of a homogeneous object in a homogeneous surround where
the observer is fully adapted to the surround, what the observer actually sees is
affected both by the color of the surround and its luminance. In this most
rudimentary context, the gamut of an object as represented by a CIE chromaticity
diagram or Munsell notation remains invariant even though what an observer
sees is not. Hence, while these invariant representations serve well to
characterize display media, they do not serve well to describe what an observer
sees.
In more complex viewing fields [Fairchild, 1998], perception is affected by the
stimulus and its proximal field, the background, and the surround; their
colorimetric and spatial qualities; and the mode of viewing – illuminant,
illumination, surface, volume, and film. The surface and volume modes are
commonly referred to as object mode where the color appearance attributes are
generally lightness, chroma, and hue. In illuminant or illumination mode, the
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attributes are brightness, colorfulness, and hue. If the gamut of what an observer
sees in the most rudimentary context is variant, then it can be said that the gamut
of objects seen in such a complex scene is wildly variant, and correspondingly,
those invariant representations of gamut clearly inadequate.
Perceptual gamut needs to be represented in the color appearance attributes
of lightness, chroma, and hue for object colors and brightness, colorfulness, and
hue for illuminant, illumination, and film mode. For objects, such a
representation is sufficient for describing the range of visual experience as
bounded by the MacAdam Limits and in the context of the effects of the
proximal field, background, and surround. In this sense, CIE L" a"b" may be
sufficient as the respective values are mediated by the observer’s perceived white
!
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analogous to MacAdam’s visual efficiency.
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!
While reference white in a strict colorimetric sense is mediated by the

illuminant and the observer, these are in turn affected by the observer’s
adaptation to the surround. For example, by “pushing down” reference white
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through a systematic removal of the achromatic component of the surround,
higher and higher chroma can be achieved for any given object color without
affecting the object itself [Heckaman and Fairchild, 2007). A similar effect can be
demonstrated by changing the chromaticity of the surround (Liu and Fairchild,
2004); i.e., the perception of the object’s color is correspondingly affected in the
direction opposite to that of the change in surround. Hence, in the realm of our
" " "
experience of object color, perceptual gamut might be well served by a CIE L a b

representation.
!

3.3 TRADITIONAL COLOR GAMUT REPRESENTATIONS

Figure 3-7: The gamut of a typical digital display device in CIE Chromaticities superimposed on the

locus of pure, spectral colors

A traditional representation of the gamut of a typical additive, digital display
device with RGB primaries in a CIE chromaticity diagram is shown in Figure 3-7
superimposed on the locus of pure, spectral colors. Such a representation does
not give any insight into their respective appearance attributes or relative or
relative luminance values, yet this representation is typically used in the display
industry as a point of comparison. Furthermore, in traditional applications, the
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display is characterized and its white point set to the maximum output of the
display. By definition, such a display is configured to render appearances only
within the realm of object colors. Colors outside this realm are rendered by
employing varies gamut compression strategies.
In spite of limited insight into the appearance attributes, particularly the
luminance attribute, such a representation continues to be relied on in display
systems development. Two examples are given here that provide a convincing
case against such a representation and an equally convincing case that such a
representation continues to be relied on in the design, development, and
manufacture of such media. But perhaps the clearest example is in the
specification of digital video and cinema, e.g. Rec. ITU-R BT.709-5 [2002] and the
N.T.S.C. standard, where the entire system is rooted in a xy chromaticity
diagram of the set of CRT primaries defined in 1953 in spite of the state of the
technology in display media today.

3.3.1 The case against a traditional representation I: U.S. Patent
7,181,065 [Pettitt, 2007]
As recently as a year ago, a U.S. patent, Enhanced color correction circuitry
capable of employing negative RGB values, was granted to Texas Instruments. In
essence, the patent provides for a method to correct the white point of a digital
projector with expanded primaries using a method that transforms the three
primary color system (RGB) into a seven primary system (RGBCMYW) that
alters “… the amount each primary source contributes to the secondary colors
[CMY] and white.”
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By way of illustration, Figure 3-8 (FIG. 1 of the patent) “… is a CIE xy
chromaticity diagram 100 of a first display system … illustrating its white point
110 … [that] is slightly to the magenta side of a reference white line 118”.

Figure 3-8: A first display system having a white point 110 to the magenta side of a reference white line 118

Figure 3-9: A second display having an extended green primary 206 form that of the first display 108

In Figure 3-9 (FIG. 2 of the patent), the green primary of the first display has been
extended to 206 thereby expanding the gamut but with a white point 210 “… that
is shifted toward cyan … [and] when the display system attempts to display a
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non-primary color …, the color will have a greenish or bluish tint” relative to the
first display.
In Figure 3-10 (FIG. 3 of the patent), “ … the display system represented in
FIG. 2 [Figure 3-9] after the secondary colors have been altered …. The yellow
point 314 and the magenta point 316 have been moved toward the red point 104,
while the cyan point 312 has been moved toward the blue point 108” thus
correcting the greenish or bluish tint in non-primary colors.

Figure 3-10: The gamut of the second display system after the secondary colors have been altered

To its benefit, the patent does hint at the effect of such an alteration on the
overall gamut of the second display re: “Although the display system
represented by FIG. 2 [Figure 3-9] provides a lot of illumination to a white point
that may be suitably close to the reference white line 118 in many applications
….” Yet, by considering the problem addressed by this patent in the context of a
traditional xy chromaticity diagram, an important point is glossed over. The
result shown in FIG.3 (Figure 4) when viewed in a CIELAB representation would
exhibit potentially large changes in lightness contrast for these non-primaries.
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And, at least in the experience of the MCSL laboratory in characterizing a
Samsung DLP projection display [Casella, 2008] that presumably employs the
method of this patent, the grayscale values (R=G=B) and hence their lightness
contrast can be reduced by as much as 30% from the sum of their corresponding
maximum values.

3.3.2 The case against a traditional representation II: The effect
of DLP projector white channel on perceptual gamut
[Heckaman, 2005]
Since its introduction in a 1998 paper by Kunzman and Pettit [1998], Texas
Instruments (TI) DLP digital projector technology with white channel
enhancement to achieve brighter images has become pervasive in their intended
markets. Yet in the TI implementation, it is presumed that high brightness is
achieved at the expense of chroma as the addition of a white channel reduces
saturation. Colors, in effect, would appear to be washed out. This section is then
to give credence to this presumption by determining the effect of white channel
enhancement on the perceptual gamut of a projector utilizing this technology
and to illustrate yet another example of the case against relying on a traditional
gamut representation in a xy chromaticity diagram.
DLP Characterization
The InFocus LP650 implements the TI DLP technology and was ideal for this
application as it incorporates two modes of viewing – the “Presentation Mode”
with white channel enhancement and the “Photographic Mode” where the white
channel is disabled. Hence, the effect of white channel enhancement can be
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determined by comparing the respective volumes of perceptual gamut in these
two modes.
In the TI implementation, the RGB luminance signal is first allowed too
increase until its maximum is reached, then a portion of the luminance is shifted
to the white segment of the filter wheel in three discrete levels according to:

!

Ycombined = YRGB + Ywhite

(3-2a)

X combined = X RGB + X white

(3-2b)

Z combined = Z RGB + Z white

(3-2c)

!
!

Figure 3-11: Forward Model Lookup Table

The InFocus LP650 was characterized in both modes using the Wyble [2004]
methodology. Using this methodology, the forward model is characterized
according to:
"R'
"X %
$
$ '
$G'
Y
=
M
$ '
$B'
$#Z '&
$
#W '

%
'
'
'
'
&

(3-3)

for R'G' B'W ' the linearized scalars obtained by the LUTs determined from the
!

characterization of the projector (Figure 3-11) and M the 3x5 rotation matrix

!
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!

incorporating the R'G' B'W ' contributions and their respective black residuals.
Seventeen (17) step ramps were judged sufficient for the purpose of computing
gamut.

!

Figure 3-12 illustrates the resulting differences in absolute projector screen
illuminance under dark viewing conditions (little or no viewing flair) between
the "Photographic Mode" and “Presentation Mode”. In terms of full-on/full-off
contrast ratio, the InFocus LP650 was measured off the screen to be 430:1 in
“Photographic Mode” and 788:1 in “Presentation Mode” in a completely
darkened room.

Figure 3-12: Gray Scale Illuminance

DLP Perceptual Gamut
The representation of the gamut in a CIE Chromaticity Diagram for this DLP
is shown in Figure 3-13. This diagram does not distinguish between the two
modes of this projector, nor does it give any insight into their respective
appearance attributes. Often, such a representation would be useful to suggest
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that the gamut of the two modes are identical. Hence, the “Presentation Mode”,
being brighter, would be presumed to be “better”.

Figure 3-13: DLP Gamut in CIE Chromaticities

Figure 3-14: DLP Gamut in CIELAB

In terms of CIELAB, the effect of white channel enhancement is to raise the
white point from a Xm,Ym,Zm, of 54.2, 61.1, 76.2 cd/m2 in “Photographic Mode” to
101, 111, 132 cd/m2 in “Presentation Mode”. The effect is illustrated in Figure 314 where chroma in the CIELAB LCh representation is mapped cylindrically to
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one plane. The volume of perceptual gamut in Chroma is compressed as a result
of an enhanced white channel, yet lightness contrast is relatively unaffected for
neutrals. The effect is similar when gamut is computed using CIECAM02 as
shown in Figure 3-15. Adaptation was taken to be complete (D=1) under dark
viewing conditions with adapting fields LA and Yb taken to be one-fifth the
respective white point luminance values for each mode. As before, chroma is
mapped cylindrically to one plane.

Figure 3-15: DLP Gamut is CIECAM02 Lightness versus Chroma and ac versus bc
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Finally, the predicted effect of white channel enhancement on brightness and
colorfulness is obtained using CIECAM02 as illustrated in Figure 3-16. The
volume of gamut has been expanded in brightness by white channel
enhancement and colorfulness compressed to a similar extent as chroma.
These gamut representations predict that the effect of white channel
enhancement is to compress the chroma portion of gamut while affecting
lightness to a much lesser amount. The effect on brightness and colorfulness is to
expand the gamut in brightness yet compress colorfulness. Table 3-1 summarizes
these conjectures in terms of the ratio of their relative gamut volumes.
Table 3-1: Relative Perceptual Gamut Volumes
Gamut Representation
CIELAB LCh
CIECAM02 LCh
CIECAM02 QM

Volume Ratio –
“Photographic Mode” to
“Presentation Mode”
1.53
1.58
0.92

Psychophysical Testing
A psychophysical experiment was done using the images shown in Appendix
A.1, White Point Test Images, to test the validity of the gamut analysis. The Street
Scene was chosen for the pastel colors of the buildings. The Barn chosen as a
control as its luminance values are below the point where the white channel
comes into play, and presumably this image should rate the same in each
projector mode. The Flowers image was chosen as high in chroma or
colorfulness. The Woman chosen as high in contrast, low in chroma, and for the
flesh tones. Finally, the Coastal Town was chosen as high in contrast with high
chroma components in the sunset.
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Figure 3-16: DLP Gamut in CIECAM02 Brightness versus Colorfulness and am versus bm

The images were projected onto an 8-foot wide screen in the Grum Learning
Center of the Munsell Color Science Laboratory under dark viewing conditions
in both Presentation and “Photographic Mode”. The judges were dispersed in
the room according to normal conference room viewing conditions. Each image
was simultaneously viewed on a Sony 23 inch CRT color monitor that served as a
reference or anchor point.
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Two trials were completed by 27 expert judges. Each were asked to scale
lightness contrast, chroma range, brightness, and colorfulness relative to the
reference monitor on an absolute scale – first in “Photographic Mode” then,
leaving the room and returning, in “Presentation Mode”. The scale was anchored
at 1.0 representing the reference monitor and 0.0 representing uni-gray for
lightness contrast and chroma range and black for brightness and colorfulness.
The first trial was intended as a pilot and as training for the judges.
Test Results
The results of the second trial are presented in Figure 3-17 for lightness
contrast and chroma range and Figure 3-18 for brightness and colorfulness. The
data are presented in terms of the ratio of scale value given to each attribute in
“Photographic Mode” to that given in “Presentation Mode”. The data points
represent the mean ratio over all judges and the bars 95% confidence intervals.
An average ratio value of 1.0 for any attribute is interpreted to mean that the
observers rated the image as equal in the respective attribute across both modes.
A ratio 2.0 is interpreted having a value in “Photographic Mode” twice that of
“Presentation Mode”, and a ratio of 0.5 as half that of “Presentation Mode”.
While each judge had their own rating scale – i.e. the “rubber band” effect,
the effect of these differences in scale was removed by taking this ratio. In all
cases of scenes and judges, the respective standard deviations across both scenes
and judges were consistent at around 0.40 and normally distributed resulting in a
set of confidence intervals that were equally consistent between 0.13 and 0.20 in
scale value.
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Figure 3-17 illustrates the scaling results for lightness contrast and chroma
range. The average lightness contrast over the five (5) scenes confirms the
predictions from the gamut analysis. The range of chroma is compressed by the
addition of the white channel while lightness contrast is largely unaffected.
However, taken individually, the Barn and the Woman scenes were judged
contrary in lightness contrast although the Woman scene not significantly so.

Figure 3-17: Observed Average and 95% Confidence Intervals for Lightness Contrast and Chroma Range
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Taken out of the context of this evaluation, the Barn scene should have been
rated equal in lightness contrast as its maximum luminance was taken to be less
than that where the white channel is invoked. Hence, an observer would have no
clue about the relative white point disparity between the two modes.
However, in the context of this test, the judges were adapted via the
remaining scenes in the series and affected accordingly. The higher white point
in “Presentation Mode” then had the effect of compressing the contrast of the
Barn scene. The resulting response of the judges in “Photographic Mode” that
the Barn scene was perceived to be a factor of 1.2 times that of the “Presentation
Mode” illustrates the power of adaptation.
Figure 3-18 illustrates the results for brightness and colorfulness scaling.
Clearly, the gamut analysis regarding colorfulness is confirmed as all scenes are
judged, on average, as more colorful in “Photographic Mode” – three of the five
significantly so. Brightness, on the other hand, does not confirm the gamut
analysis as being perceived brighter in “Presentation Mode”.
The brightness results when compared to those in Figure 3-17 are virtually
the same as the lightness contrast results, and it is presumed that the majority of
the judges rated these two attributes the same – a common occurrence when
observers are asked to judge brightness of images in pseudo-object mode. On
closer analysis, a minority of the judges rated brightness higher in “Presentation
Mode”. The effect of their ratings singled out the Woman scene, the brightest
scene in the series, as significantly brighter in “Presentation Mode”
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Figure 3-18: Observed Average and 95% Confidence Intervals for Brightness and Colorfulness

Theory and Practice
In order to reconcile the perceptual gamut analysis with the test results,
lightness, chroma, brightness, and colorfulness were computed for each scene in
the test series using CIELAB and CIECAM02 as before. Again, adaptation was
taken to be complete (D=1) under dark viewing conditions, but the adapting
fields LA and Yb were taken to be the average illuminance of each scene.
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The areas of each of the scene’s gamut were computed along with maximum
brightness and contrast. Contrast was taken to be the difference between
maximum and minimum lightness as predicted by CIECAM02. The following
tables indicate the results in ratios of the respective parameter values in the
“Photographic Mode” over that of the “Presentation Mode”.
The above analysis was then correlated to the test results. It was found the
predicted contrast from Table 3-3 correlated best with the lightness contrast test
results, and the square root of CIECAM02 chroma (acbc) area and colorfulness M
(ambm) area in Table 3-2 with the chroma range and colorfulness test results.
Table 3-2: Square Root of the Gamut Area Ratios

LCh
a*b*
JC
ac bc
QM
a mb m

Street
Scene
1.23
1.24
1.14
1.10
0.95
1.10

Barn

Flowers

Woman

1.27
1.43
1.13
1.53
0.94
1.15

1.18
1.27
1.15
1.11
0.95
1.13

1.17
!
1.41
1.10
1.03
1.64
0.99

Coastal
Town
1.18
1.33
1.17
1.03
1.64
0.99

APh / APr
Average
1.21
1.34
1.14
1.17
1.27
1.07

Table 3-3: Ratios in Contrast and Maximum Brightness (max Q)

Contrast
Max Q

Street
Scene
0.99
0.73

Barn

Flowers

1.17
0.78

0.99
0.77

Woman
0.98
0.72

Coastal
Town
0.99
0.73

Average
1.02
0.74

The Figure 3-19 compares the respective predicted attributes (dots) with the
test results represented by their 95% confidence intervals (bars). The brightness
attribute is not included as the majority of the judges rated it the same as
lightness contrast. In general, there is excellent correlation between predicted
and test results.
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Figure 3-19: Predicted (dots) versus Observed 95% Confidence Interval (bars)
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Conclusions
Under typical conference room viewing conditions with ambient room
lighting, the InFocus LP650 “Presentation Mode” is intended to provide higher
brightness to overcome viewing glare from ambient light. It seems the makers of
this projector recognized that this mode of viewing compressed the color gamut
and implemented the “Photographic Mode” without white channel enhancement
to provide a full volume of gamut.
The analysis and testing reported on here confirms the maker’s astute
recognition and the original presumption of this paper – that the addition of a
white channel as a feature of the DLP technology produces a compressed gamut
in chroma and colorfulness. And while the white channel enhancement is in
answer to the problem of viewing glare in a typical conference room, those
consumers who choose this technology for video applications such as home
theater or viewing images may necessarily be compromised in their ability to
achieve brighter, purer colors.
As a final note, both the CIECAM02 color appearance model and, to a lesser
extent, CIELAB proved very useful in this analysis by producing results that
correlated quite well with the psychophysical test results. Whereas a reliance on
traditional gamut representation, the xy chromaticity diagram, made no
distinction between the appearance of the two modes - the “Presentation Mode”
and the “Photographic Mode”.
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3.4 THE CASE FOR A PERCEPTUAL GAMUT:
EXPANDING DISPLAY COLOR GAMUT BEYOND THE
SPECTRUM LOCUS [HECKAMAN AND FAIRCHILD,
2007)
In order to illustrate what is possible once the constraints imposed by these
traditional representations are removed, knowledge about the powers of
adaptation and the color appearance modeling tool, CIECAM02, are exploited to
define an expanded perceptual gamut. The strategy of this methodology is
simply to “push down” the white point in relative luminance and extrapolate a
gamut expansion in lightness, chroma, brightness, and colorfulness. The flow
chart shown in Figure 3-20 represents the methodology described fully in the
following sections.

3.4.1 Display Assumptions
For convenience, a typical, baseline display was taken from Berns [2000],
Colorimetry of a Computer-Controlled CRT Display, having the following
chromaticities with each channel’s maximum output Y0,max scaled to sum to 100
cd/m2 for convenience instead of 80 cd/m2 as given in Berns.
Table 3-4. Display primaries in tristimulus values and maximum output Y max
x
y
2
Y0,max(cd/m )

R
0.6340
0.3337
21.83

G
0.3096
0.5878
71.73

B
0.1508
0.0664
6.45

The corresponding X and Z maximum tristimulus values are then given by:
x
X max = Ymax
y

!

Z max =

!
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1" x " y
Ymax
y

(3-1)

giving the following baseline conversion from display RGB scalars to tristimulus
values

along with the corresponding white point (XYZwhite) obtained by

summing each of the channels maximum output in XYZ and the black point
(XYZblack) assuming a contrast ratio of 100:1.

Figure 3-20: A gamut expansion methodology
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Table 3-5: The baseline display’s maximum tristimulus values ( XYZ max ) for each of the RGB
channels and the displays white point (XYZwhite) and black point (XYZblack)
Xmax
Ymax
Zmax

R
41.46
21.83
2.11

G
37.79
71.73
12.53

B
14.64
6.45
75.99

!

XYZwhite
96.72
100.00
81.43

XYZblack
0.94
1.00
0.91

The conversion to tristimulus values from RGB scalars is then:
"R%
"X %
$ '
$ '
$G'
Y
=
M
0
$ '
$B '
$# Z '&
$ '
# 1&

(3-2)

for M 0 the baseline conversion matrix given by:
!

#X
" Xblack
% r ,max
M 0 = % Yr ,max " Yblack
%$ Zr ,max " Zblack

!

X g,max " Xblack
Yg,max " Yblack
Zg,max " Zblack

Xb ,max " Xblack
Yb ,max " Yblack
Zb ,max " Zblack

Xblack & # 40.52 36.85 13.70 0.94&
( %
(
Yblack ( = %20.83 70.73 5.45 1.00(
Zblack (' %$ 1.20 75.08 89.72 0.91('

(3-3)

Based on HDR display technology and the above assumptions, this baseline

!

display is assumed to scale linearly as its dynamic range increases and its
maximum output luminance correspondingly increases beyond its white point.

3.4.2 CIECAM02 Color Appearance Model Assumptions
CIECAM02 was implemented as prescribed in the CIE Technical Report
[2003], A Colour Appearance Model for Colour Management Systems: CIECAM02. Full
adaptation was assumed (D = 1) under the following viewing conditions as given
in the report. The luminance LA for the adapting field was taken to be one-fifth of
the absolute value of the display white (100 cd/m2) and the background
luminance factor Yb taken to be one-fifth display white as recommended.
Table 3-6: CIECAM02 viewing conditions
Viewing Condition
Ambient Lighting

Dark
0 lux
2
(0.0 cd/m )

Dim
38 lux
2
(12.0 cd/m )
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Normal
500 lux
2
(159.2 cd/m )

3.4.3 MacAdam Limits

0

Figure 3-21: MacAdam Limits of visual efficiency, CIE Illuminant D65, 2 Observer

The MacAdam Limits in xy chromaticities, CIE Illuminant D65, and the 20
Observer, were computed as prescribed in MacAdam’s paper [1935] as
illustrated in Figure 3-21). Lightness (J), chroma (ac bc), brightness (Q), and
colorfulness (am bm), were then computed from CIECAM02 under the above
listed CIECAM02 assumptions.

3.4.4 Lowering the White Point
First, a data set of RGB scalars is constructed from 10,000 samples in RGB
randomly sampled from a uniform distribution with the addition of a set of
ramps in all possible combinations of R, G, and B. Then, the maximum
luminance Y0,max of the display is then scaled up by 2 N , N = 0,1,2,... while retaining
diffuse white point at a luminance of 100 cd/m2. Based in the new value of
! !
N
YN!
,max = 2 Y0,max , a new conversion matrix M N is computed according to the

procedure given under the display assumptions in the above. Assuming the

!

!
display luminance between the diffuse
white point and the black point is
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encoded in 8 bits to maintain contrast sensitivity, each N = 0,1,2,... represents a
hypothetical display with a diffuse white point luminance of 100 cd/m2, a
maximum luminance of 100, 200, 400, … cd/m2,!and the encoding of 8, 9, 10, …
bits in luminance. In effect, rescaling the maximum display luminance by a factor
of 2 N while retaining its original white point luminance is equivalent to lowering

!

1 1
the baseline display’s white point luminance by a factor of 1, , ,... for each
2 4
N = 0,1,2,.... With the diffuse white point always set at 100 cd/m2, the additional

!
display luminance is available for more accurate rendering
of highlights and
!

light sources, for example. This additional, available dynamic range also has a
significant impact on the colorfulness of the display.
For each value of N, a set of tristimulus values XYZ are computed from the
data set of RGB scalars according to the display conversion matrix MN where:
"R%
"X %
$ '
$ '
$G'
$Y ' = M N $ ' , N = 0,1, 2,...
B
$# Z '&
$ '
# 1&

(3-4)

!

Lightness, chroma, brightness, and colorfulness are then computed from
!

CIECAM02 from the set of tristimulus values under the assumptions stated
above under the CIECAM02 color appearance model assumptions. The
MATLAB procedure convhull was invoked to delineate the respective gamut
boundaries. Finally, the resulting gamut representations are plotted with the
respective percepts computed from the MacAdam Limits.
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3.4.5 Results
In the following results under CIECAM02 dark viewing conditions (0 lux
ambient illumination), N is taken up to the equivalent of 13 bits of luminance
channel encoding with the intent of approximating the range of the fully adapted
HVS. Such a display at 13 bits of encoding is equivalent to a display with
maximum luminance of 3,200 cd/m2, a contrast ratio of 3,200:1, and a white point
mapped to 1/32nd the maximum display luminance.
As a preface to the presentation of results, it should be noted that CIECAM02
is only strictly valid in the realm of object color perception and was never
intended to predict color appearance outside this realm. The following results in
perceptual gamut outside the realm of object color perception, then, are empirical
extrapolations into a realm of “pseudo color” that presumably falls short of the
luminous mode of perception. However, it could be said that human perception
makes no such strict distinction – that the transition between object color
perception and “pseudo color”, if such a transition exists, is gradual and
applying CIECAM02 to this region of perception would provide at least some
insight into its effect. Furthermore, the MATLAB procedure convhull presumes
that the gamut being represented are strictly convex surfaces. Hence, some fine
detail of the gamut may be lost in the following representations.
Lightness and Chroma
Figure 3-22(a) shows perceptual gamut in lightness (L) and chroma (ac bc) for
N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 successive displays with the respective precepts computed
for the MacAdam Limits at a maximum luminance of 100 cd/m2 for diffuse
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white. In the third plot, perceptual gamut in ac bc, the MacAdam Limits
represented by the dashed line are, in fact, the locus of pure, spectral colors.
Within 11 bits of luminance channel encoding or a white point of 1/8 the
maximum display luminance, the gamut of the display virtually contains the
locus of pure, spectral colors - what we know as maximum chroma. At 11 bits
and beyond or white points of 1/8, 1/16, and 1/32, the CIECAM02 extrapolated
colors exceed maximum perceived chroma and the MacAdam Limits in
perceived lightness and chroma.
At first, this result may seem beyond reason until it is remembered that
the locus of pure, spectral colors can be said to represent the color of a perfectly
reflecting, monochromatic object and that this locus and its extension by the
MacAdam Limits through to a perfectly diffuse, reflecting white object bounds
the extent of all object colors. In this analysis, the luminance value of this
perfectly diffuse, reflecting white object was constrained to 100 cd/m2 as the
diffuse white point of the display. By extension, all other possible object colors
are constrained accordingly to lie within these limits. Hence, those colors made
possible by raising the maximum luminance of the display beyond its diffuse
white point necessarily must occur beyond the limits of object color and the locus
of pure, spectral colors.
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(a) lightness (J) and chroma (acbc)

(b) brightness (Q) and colorfulness (ambm)

Figure 3-22: The perceptual gamut in CIECAM02 lightness, chroma, brightness, and colorfulness of N
successive displays of 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 bits of encoded luminance, each with half the preceding white
point luminance relative to the display maximum, plotted against the MacAdam Limits (dashed line).
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Brightness and Colorfulness
Figure 3-22(b) shows perceptual gamut in brightness (Q) and colorfulness (am
bm) of N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 successive displays as in the above. In the third plot
as in the case for lightness and chroma, perceptual gamut in colorfulness (am bm)
within 11 bits of luminance channel encoding or a white point of 1/8 the
maximum display luminance virtually contains the locus of pure, spectral colors
in colorfulness. At 11 bits and beyond, the CIECAM02 extrapolated colors are
brighter and more colorful than those within the MacAdam Limits or at the locus
of pure, spectral colors.
Sample Images
The pairs of images in Figure 3-24, Grand Tetons, Neon, and the Stanford
Memorial Chapel, are included only to illustrate the effect of “pushing down”
the white point in relative luminance with due consideration given to the
limitations of this media. In each of the three images, a region was chosen as
diffuse white – the patch of snow on the mountain in Grand Teton, the white
paper in the foreground of Neon, and the skylight in the rotunda of the Stanford
Memorial Chapel. Each version of these images was rendered by mapping
diffuse white to a white point 25% below the original 8 bit image (i.e. rendered as
6 bit images).
On the left, those portions of the images with a luminance above the white
point were clipped to 6 bits and represent the more traditional methodology of
rendering the white point to the maximum luminance of the media – 6 bits of
encoded luminance in this case. In the case of the Stanford Memorial Cathedral,
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it was necessary to segment that portion of the cathedral lit by the stained glass
windows to achieve the desired effect.
On the right, those portions of the respective images with luminance above
the white point - the sunlight trees, the neon sign, and the stained glassed
window lit portions of the cathedral - were maintained at 100% of the original
(i.e. a maximum display luminance four times the white point or a full 8 bits).
Figure 3-23 illustrates the distribution of Luminance L* for the Grand Teton - the
clipped mapping (left) and extended gamut mapping (right) on the previous
page.

Figure 3-23: Imaging mapping function – expanded gamut mapping (solid line) and a clipped

mapping (dotted line) to diffuse white

The fact that these images appear dark as rendered for this paper is due to the
limitations of the printed media and its dynamic range for illustrating this effect.
Viewed in a dark surround on the Munsell Color Science Laboratory’s High
Dynamic Range (HDR) display which has a dynamic range approaching five
orders of magnitude, the images do not appear dark, and those portions above
their respective diffuse white when mapped to the full sixteen bits available in
this display appear strikingly more brilliant in the images on the right.
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Figure 3-24: The Grand Tetons, Neon, and the Stanford Memorial Church images clipped to the display’s
white point of the left and fully rendered on the right. The illustrations on the right allow for two additional bits
of encoding beyond diffuse white (i.e. the display maximum luminance is four times that used to represent
diffuse white.
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Perceived Gamut Volume as a Function of Viewing Conditions and Viewing Flare
Figure 3-25 plots the effect of viewing condition on the relative increase in the
volume of perceptual gamut as the number of encoded bits in the luminance
channel of the display is increased. Under normal viewing conditions, the
relative gamut volume in lightness and chroma effectively doubles for each
added bit of luminance. Under dim and dark viewing conditions as the surround
becomes successively less bright and the display lower in perceived contrast, the
effect diminishes correspondingly. In brightness/colorfulness, the increase in
volume goes by the root of 2 instead and is similarly affected by viewing
conditions.

Figure 3-25: Relative increase in perceptual gamut volume in lightness and chroma on the left and
brightness and colorfulness on the right as a function of the number of bits encoded in display luminance for
the CIECAM02 viewing conditions Dark, Dim, and Normal.

The above analysis was performed without consideration for the effect of
viewing flare especially under normal viewing conditions as there is no viewing
flare effect under dark viewing conditions and minimal effect under dim
conditions. Figure 3-26 plots the effect of viewing flare on the relative increase in
the volume of perceptual gamut as before under normal viewing conditions.
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Viewing flare is expressed as a percent ambient illumination (500 lux in this case)
and is assumed to be characterized by CIE Illuminant A. Volume ratio is
expressed relative to the gamut volume computed under zero viewing flare
conditions.

Figure 3-26: Relative increase in perceptual gamut volume in lightness and chroma on the left and
brightness and colorfulness on the right as a function of the number of bits encoded in display luminance for
various levels of viewing flare under normal viewing conditions (500 lux).

As shown, the increase in gamut volume converges to the zero viewing flare
case as more and more bits of luminance encoding are added beyond diffuse
white – i.e. the display becomes brighter and brighter relative to its surround. At
lower luminance encoding – i.e. as maximum luminance approaches diffuse
white, the effect of viewing flare becomes more significant thereby countering
the advantage of higher perceived contrast under normal viewing conditions as
noted above.

3.4.6 Conclusions
In his treatise on the stained glassed windows at the Cathedral at Chartres,
James Rosser Johnson [1965] writes that “… the experience of seeing these
windows … is a very complicated experience … that spans many aspects of
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perception.” Yet fundamentally, “… when the spectator enters the Cathedral
from the bright sunlight, … the visitor must step with caution until his eyes have
made a partial dark adaptation … then the details of the interior will seem lighter
and clearer while, at the same time, the [stained-glass] windows become richer
and more intense.” Yet, while the perceptual experience is certainly complex and
affected by the many artifacts of the human vision system, the richness of this
experience is largely and simply made possible by the broad extent of sensitivity
of the fully adapted human vision system and its innate ability to adapt to its
surround.
Knowledge of these powers of adaptation and the appearance model
CIECAM02 were then exploited here for expanding the perceptual gamut in
lightness, chroma, brightness, and colorfulness beyond the locus of pure, spectral
color and the MacAdam Limits by simply “pushing down” the white point of the
display. Renditions of scenes clearly part of our everyday experience are possible
- a scene where our attention is on the shadowed portion of a building with
direct sun in our field of view, a scene where the sun is filtered through foliage or
reflected off the ripples of water in a lake, a scene where a ray of sunlight shining
through a cloudy October day illuminates colorful foliage, or a scene of the
brilliance of a spot-lit dancer and her costume in the dark surround of a theater.
The perceptions invoked by these scenes have been long known and, in the
case of the spot-lit dancer, fully exploited by the theater’s lighting director. The
effect of “pushing down” the white point is similarly not unknown and
continues to be common practice in photographic systems where diffuse white is
encoded at a density greater than the minimum available in transparencies or
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less than the maximum available in negative films in order to render those “ …
parts of the scene having luminance greater than that of the reference white (such
as specular reflections …) [Hunt, 2004]. And finally, 11th and 12th Century
architects used light in the gothic cathedrals of France, Chartres in particular, to
invoke a perception that “ … transcend[s] the statics of the building masses, the
realities of this world” and at Chartres, perhaps the most magnificent of these
structures, to create “ … a world of illusion, shaped by and for the heavenly light
of the enormous stained glass windows.” [Scully, 1991]
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4 THE EFFECTS OF DISPLAY MEDIA
PROPERTIES ON PERCEIVED COLOR GAMUT
VOLUME
In their paper, Fedorovskaya, de Ridder, and Blommaert [1997] investigated
the effect of variations in chroma on the perceived quality of natural scenes.
While their work did not cover the region of extended gamut displays found
today, they did find similar results to those reported here. That “ … colorfulness
is the main perceptual attribute underlying image quality when chroma varies”.
Furthermore, they report that “the perceptual quality of images … [is] closely
related to the naturalness of the images”. In making these latter assertions, the
authors made two assumptions – that only global changes need be considered
and that the “optimum image equals the original (real life) scene”. Hence, their
assumptions almost beg the question as to whether naturalness is the sole factor
of the quality of an image reproduction – particularly in digital cinema and video
media [and certainly film based media] where it is the creative intent of the
cinematographer and the director that is of paramount importance and where it
is then the job of the media itself to carry through on this intent.
The concern of the work documented in this section and based on a
collaborative effort between the Sony Corporation and the Munsell Color Science
Laboratory (MCSL) at RIT is not to emulate the work of Fedorovskaya, et al, but
more to address how digital cinema and video display media can better “ …
carry through on this intent” by expanding the choices available to the creators
of the media via wider, more extensive color gamut. All of this for the purpose of
ultimately providing insight into the production of display media content while
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preserving its creative intent, the requirements of the media itself, and
corresponding rendering strategies that combine to offer a richer video
experience.
Furthermore, given the case for a representation in perceptual gamut from
the previous section, this work is intended to identify the metrics in appearance
space that best represent perceptual gamut. If naturalness is an important
attribute in the perceptual quality of images, then how is it that we invoke it?
What are the physical parameters that it depends and that are measurable and
thus specifiable?

4.1 METHODOLOGY
Three psychophysical experiments were performed that determine the
relationship between:
Experiment 1: Color appearance and color gamut volume in terms of the psychophysical
metrics
Experiment 2: Observer preference as a function of color gamut at constant hue and
lightness contrast
Experiment 3: Color gamut volume and lightness contrast or display dynamic range on
observer preference and perceived colorfulness and lightness contrast.
Ten (10) representative scenes were displayed on a Sony, prototype, 40 inch, LED
backlit, LCD display with that emulates the wide gamut, xvYCC encoding
(Appendix B.1, Display Characterization). Observers were taken from a pool of
nine individuals at Sony and twenty at RIT distributed in age from young adults
to the elderly, both expert and non-expert, and from a variety of ethnic
backgrounds.
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4.1.1 Scenes
The ten (10) representative scenes were chosen at both RIT and Sony for their
overall lightness contrast and colorfulness. At RIT (Appendix A.2, RIT Test
images: the effects of display media properties on gamut volume), the Barn,
Color Chart, and Flowers scenes were chosen as representing a high degree of
colorfulness over a full range of hue. The Fog scene for their lower saturation and
overall contrast, the Coast scene for its high contrast, and the Musicians and
Lady scenes for flesh tones. Similar images were chosen for the experiment at
Sony (Appendix A.2, Sony Test images).

4.1.2 Viewing Conditions
At RIT, observers were seated 1.25 meters from the display with their of view
perpendicular to the center of the display screen. The visual angle of the display
screen was 20° in the horizontal meridian and 12° vertical. A uniform gray wall
within a meter and a half of the back of the display in a darkened room and
within the field of view of the observer was illuminated uniformly by two
Buhkute 150 watt, diffuse studio lamps. The lamps were placed behind the
display to minimize viewing flare. The illumination off the wall was measured to
be 94 cd/m2 at a color temperature of 3150 o K by a PhotoResearch PR650
spectrophotometer.
!

!

4.2 EXPERIMENT 1: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COLOR
APPEARANCE AND COLOR GAMUT OF THE DISPLAY
The first psychometric experiment [Sakurai, Heckaman, Fairchild, Nakatsue,
and Shimpuku, 2007] was performed to determine the effect of changes in color
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gamut volume on perceived gamut volume and perceived colorfulness, lightness
contrast, and chroma range over a series of representative images. The results
were analyzed to determine which volume related metrics in xy chromaticity,
u’v’ uniform chromaticity, or the appearance attributes of CIELAB, CIECAM02
lightness and chroma and brightness and colorfulness predict best the results.

4.2.1 Stimulus Preparation
Four versions of each of the ten (10) RIT scenes were rendered to each of four
sets of simulated display primaries that produced four versions of the scene with
gamut volume factors of 1.0, 0.89, 0.77, and 0.63 times the full, extended color
gamut of the display in CIELAB a*b*. Each version of simulated gamut was
constrained to maintain both the display’s white point and hue of its primaries
hue within the ability of CIELAB to maintain perceptual hue. Therefore, the
lightness in each version of any given scene was rendered identically. For the
details of this methodology, see Appendix B.2: Simulated primaries.

Figure 4-1: Color gamut for the simulated primaries plotted in CIELAB [Sakurai 2007]

Figures 4-1 and 4-2 plot the gamut for each of the simulated primaries in
CIELAB and u’v’ uniform chromaticity diagram. Each polygon from the outside
to inside corresponds to succeeding versions of simulated gamut reduction.
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Figure 4-2: Color gamut for the simulated primaries plotted on u’v’ chromaticity diagram [Sakurai 2007]

Each scene in RGB digital values was converted to XYZ tristimulus values
from the respective transform of each of the simulated primaries, not sRGB
primaries, to insure a full range of colors within the simulated gamut (see Figure
4-3 as an example). Hence, they are scaled, not clipped to each of the simulated
gamut of the display. Finally, these XYZ values were converted to RGB digital
counts for display from the transform for the display’s actual primaries for a total
of four images for each scene.

Figure 4-3: Perceptual gamut in CIELAB of the Flowers image (colored solid) compared to the full display
gamut (wire frame)

4.2.2 Psychophysical Testing and Analysis
The interval scales for color appearance of the test images was measured
by nine (9) observers at Sony and twenty (20) at RIT using Scheffé’s analysis of
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variance [Scheffé, 1952]. All six possible pairs for each scene were presented. The
observers were asked to evaluate the colorfulness, perceived gamut volume,
lightness contrast, and chroma range of the test image compared with reference
one by the rating in the following instructions. Each observer evaluated a total of
60 – six pairs each of ten scenes. The pairs were randomly presented, and the socalled reference image was placed on the left for half of observers and on the
right for the remaining.
“You will be shown pairs of images varying in color gamut. For each pair, you are asked
that you enter from the numeric keypad how much more or less the colorfulness (or
perceived gamut volume, lightness contrast, chroma range) of the test image on the
right[left] than the reference image on the left[right]. For an example of the colorfulness
measurement, if the one on the right[left] is half as colorful as the one on the left[right],
you would enter 0.5. If the one on the right is the same, you would enter 1.0”
The evaluation values of each pair were set as the ratios of the images in the
higher gamut volume factor over the lower one for each measured attribute. For
example, if the evaluation value was 0.5 for a pair consisting of a 0.6 gamut
volume factor test image over a 1.0 gamut volume factor reference image, its
evaluation value of 2.0 was recorded. (1/0.5 = 2.0). The interval scale for each
scene were then calculated from evaluation values of each pair as described in
Scheffe’s analysis referenced in the above and treated as the sensory criteria in
each version of the gamut volume factor.
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4.2.3 Results and Discussions

Figure 4-4: The average interval scale results for twenty-eight observers in the experiment at both Sony and
RIT as function with the gamut volume factor. Each symbol corresponds to each attribute of the left top in
this figure [Sakurai 2007]

Figure 4-4 plots the overall average of resulting interval scales in the
experiments at both Sony and RIT as the function of gamut volume factor6. Each
symbol corresponds to the given appearance attribute in the figure’s legend with
vertical bars indicating the standard deviation over all the scenes and observers.
As shown for both laboratories, it was agreed that colorfulness is most sensitive
to changes in color gamut volume compared with the other appearance
attributes in both laboratories. And, although the lightness is the same for all the
images in each scene, perceived lightness contrast decreases according to color
gamut volume - seemly the effect of Helmholtz-Kohlrausch [Fairchild, 1997].

6

Note the narrower range of gamut volume factors used in the Sony experiment than that
at RIT.
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4.2.4 Relationship to Psychophysical Metrics
From the Sony results [Sakurai, 2007], it was concluded that plotting
appearance against the area in xy chromaticities is only effective in scenarios
such as this where lightness is preserved. In the general case, a three dimensional
color space in color appearance metrics such as CIELAB are more useful to show
the sensitivity to colorfulness with varying color gamut volume. Hence, gamut
volume in color appearance metrics provide a more consistent, valid measure of
display performance in perceptual terms particularly as the scenes chosen for
this experiment represent a fairly wide variety of scene types.

4.3 EXPERIMENT 2: THE EFFECT DISPLAY GAMUT
VOLUME ON IMAGE PREFERENCE
A psychophysical experiment was performed to determine observer
preference as a function of color gamut volume. The identical set of stimuli
prepared for Experiment 1 and described in the above was used in Experiment 2.

4.3.1 Psychophysical Testing and Analysis
Preference was measured using the method of paired comparison [Bartleson,
1984] by nine (9) observers at Sony and twenty (20) at RIT. All six possible pairs
of the four (4) versions of each of the RIT images were displayed. The observers
were then asked to pick his or her preference via the following instructions.
“You will be shown pairs of different versions of a number of scenes. For each pair, I
am asking you to simply select which image you prefer.”
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Thurstone’s Law of Comparative Judgments, Case V, was assumed to hold a
priori. That is, each stimulus gives rise to a discrimination process whose result is
a value on a continuum of values and whose statistics are described by a normal
distribution. Further by the Case V assumption, dispersions in discrimination
across all observations are assumed equal. Under this assumption, the paired
comparison data was analyzed by observer and by scene using a Z-Scores or
interval scale methodology that first computes the average proportion each
image version was preferred over all comparisons, then their respective standard
normal deviates z or Z-Score from the tables for a normal distribution.
Further, a cluster analysis was performed to determine scene or observer
dependencies on the results. To this end, the set of interval scale values (Z
Scores) for each version of an image was represented as a linear combination of
orthogonal vectors (PCA analysis) assumed normally distributed across
observers and across scenes. The four versions of each scene were then
represented by a 4-plex of vector with their respective coefficients, each
accounting for a certain proportion of the variance in the interval scale. The
average of those coefficients whose combination with the 4-plex of vectors
account for the bulk of variance are then subjected to a nearest neighbor cluster
analysis to find groupings of like results across scenes and across observers.

4.3.2 Test Results and Discussion
Figure 4-5 plots the average Z-score or interval scale of preference versus the
simulated fractional volume of the full, extended gamut of the display over all
RIT scenes and observers. Additionally, the corresponding 95% confidence
intervals are shown as computed according to the method prescribed by Montag
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[2006]. As shown, observers exhibited statistically significant overall preference
for gamut volumes beyond 0.8 times the display’s full gamut with some, but not
significant, maximum preference at 0.8 times the volume.

Figure 4-5: Overall RIT results for preference in terms of interval score averaged across all 20 observers
and 10 scenes with 95% confidence interval shown

4.3.3 Observer Dependencies
A nearest neighbor, cluster analysis performed on the observer-by-observer
results across all images revealed that all the observers’ judgments essentially
were in concert with each other, and no consistent clusters developed out of the
observer group. This result is contrary to initial expectations that some observers
would prefer the most colorful version of the images whereas others would
prefer a more natural version having less colorfulness. Of course, each observer
in the group was considered expert. Hence, as a group, they may tend toward
more natural preferences, and their judgments confirm this notion.
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4.3.4 Image Dependencies
A cluster analysis performed on a image-by-image basis on the RIT results
averaged over all observers provides interesting insight. Table 4-1 presents the
results. Across the top are listed each of the ten images and on the side, level
number in the hierarchy of the clustering. At each succeeding level, either one
image is added to an existing group or another group formed.
Table 4-1: Image-by-image preference cluster hierarchy
FL

CH

BN

WA

TE

FG

SS

PA

MU

LA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

The first group (Group I in red) at level 1 consists of the Flowers and the
Color Chart images. At level 2, the Barn image was added to the Group. At level
3, the Fog and Sunset image were joined in a second group (Group 2 in green)
and, at level 5, a third group (Group 3 in blue), the Musician and Lady images,
were formed. Of course, ultimately at level 9, all the images are formed into one
group. For this analysis, the cluster results were taken at level 5 where three
distinct groups are formed. At this level, the Grand Teton and the Pastel images
are not members of any group.
The interval scale or Z-Score results for the Group I images are shown in
Figure 4-6. It is noted the Group I images are distinguished by their high degree
of colorfulness, yet their ratings at a color gamut volume fractions of 0.6, 0.8, and
1.0 are virtually indistinguishable with overlapping confidence intervals.
However, there is the notion that the rendering of these images would better
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serve preference at less than full gamut – particularly the Flower image which
appears unnatural at full gamut.

Figure 4-6: Preference results for Group 1 – highly colorful images

The Group II images consist of two outdoor images, one of a sunset over
water and the other, a foggy, lakeside scene in pastels. Their interval scale results
are shown in Figure 4-7, and unlike Group I, their preference increases
monotonically with increasing gamut volume. Hence, unlike the Group I scenes,
these scenes benefit from ever increasing color gamut. The sunset image at least
seems intuitive as the experience of an actual sunset is extreme in colorfulness –
certainly beyond object color perception. Yet, why the foggy image is rated
similarly is not so intuitive.
Group III, consisting of the Musicians and Lady images, are clearly
distinguished as representing flesh tones, and the results shown in Figure 4-8
indicate a statistically significant preference for larger gamut volumes. And
when viewing these images as rendered in the smaller of gamut volumes, the
perception of grayness becomes apparent in the flesh tones – obviously not
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considered a desirable trait. Hence, like Group II, these images benefit from an
increasing gamut at least within the scope of this experiment.

Figure 4-7: Preference results for Group II – Scenic images

Figure 4-8: Preference results for Group III – flesh tones

4.3.5 Sony Results
The Sony results are based on eight expert and non-expert judges and the set
of images shown in Appendix A.3, Sony Test images: the effects of display media
properties on gamut volume, prepared according to the methodology given in
the above with the following exception. Nine versions of each image with
fractional color gamut volume of 1.00, 0.987, 0.975, 0.962, 0.949, 0.934, 0.922,
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0.908, and 0.894 (k-factor = 1.0, 0.975, 0.95, 0.925, 0.9, 0.875, 0.85, 0.824, and 0.8)
were prepared using an identical methodology to obtain a more fine-grained
result than that provided by the RIT data.

Figure 4-9: Overall Sony results for preference in terms of interval score averaged across all eight observers
and 10 scenes with 95% confidence interval shown

The overall results averaged over all the Sony images and observers are
shown in Figure 4-9. Similar to the coarser overall Munsell results, these finer
grained results show that preference is virtually indistinguishable between a
gamut volume factor of approximately 0.95 and 1.0 with the exception that a
volume factor of 0.987 is preferred over any thing less than 0.949. Because of the
finer grained volume differences, cluster analysis similar to that performed on
the RIT results made no distinction between groups of images. As in the Munsell
data, no distinction was found between groups of observers.
The RIT experiment was repeated with nine observers over the same color
gamut volumes as Sony for the five similar images – Flowers, Barn, Coast, Fog,
and the Color Chart (S6RGB). The Sony averaged results are plotted against the
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corresponding RIT results for these scenes in Figure 4-10 along with the results of
a linear regression between the two. The noted R-squared of 0.93 indicates good
correlation between results, and that Sony observers were approximately half as
critical in their preference scoring as the RIT observers. It is noted that the Sony
experiment was performed under ambient room lighting; hence, viewing flair
may account for the Sony observers seemly less critical than the RIT observers
who performed the experiment under conditions of little, or no viewing flare.

Figure 4-10: Correlation between the Sony and the RIT results for the fine common scenes with linear
regression analysis results

4.4 EXPERIMENT 3: THE EFFECT OF DISPLAY COLOR
GAMUT VOLUME AND LIGHTNESS CONTRAST ON
IMAGE PREFERENCE AND COLORFULNESS
A psychophysical experiment was performed to determine observer
preference and colorfulness as a function of color gamut volume and overall
lightness contrast or display dynamic range for each of ten representative scenes
and viewing conditions as in Experiments 1 and 2.
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4.4.1 Stimulus Preparation

(a) color gamut volume factor k=1.0

(b) color gamut volume factor k=0.8

(c) color gamut volume factor k=0

(d) color gamut volume factor k=0.4

Figure 4-11: Simulated primaries in xy chromaticities for a color gamut volume factor k of 1.0 (a), 0.8 (b), 0.6
(c), and 0.4 (d) as shown and within each of (a), (b), (c), and (d), a lightness contrast factor k LC of 1.0,
0.875, 0.75, and 0.825 times full, extended gamut of the display for the RIT experiment

For each version in color gamut of the stimuli prepared for Experiments
I and
!
II, the overall lightness contrast or dynamic range of the display was reduced by
a factor

k LC

of 1.0, 0.875, 0.75, and 0.625. This reduction in lightness contrast was

accomplished by increasing the minimum relative luminance

YMin

of each of the

!

primaries thus preserving the display’s white point to maintain observers state of
!

adaptation. By this methodology, the reduction in color gamut and display
lightness contrast or dynamic range was achieved by a simulated set of 16
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display primaries (see Figure 4-11) derived from the display’s actual primaries
and constrained to maintain both hue and the white point of the display as in
Experiments I and II.

4.4.2 Psychophysical Testing and Analysis
Preference, colorfulness, and lightness contrast were measured by six (6)
observers at RIT and the ten (10) scenes given in the Appendix: Test Scenes I.
Preference was determined using the method of paired comparison as before for
all 120 possible pairs of the sixteen (16) versions of each of the RIT images.
Colorfulness and lightness contrast was determined using the method of MeanCategory-Value [Bartleson, 1984]. All sixteen (16) possible versions of each of the
RIT images were displayed, and the observer was then asked to:
“Rate each image for colorfulness [lightness contrast] on a category scale of 1
through 9 where, a value of one represents the least imaginable colorfulness [contrast]
and nine the high imaginable colorfulness [contrast].”
The resulting category score for each version were then averaged across
observers obtaining the mean assuming Torgersons’ law of categorical
judgments apply – that the psychological continuum of an observer can be
divided into a number of ordered steps, that the category boundaries across
observers and images project a normal distribution on this continuum, and that
an observers judgment is below a given category boundary whenever its value
on the continuum is below the category boundary.
Both the preference Z-Scores or interval scale and the colorfulness and
lightness contrast category scores averaged over six (6) observers and ten (10)
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scenes were fit by a two dimensional surface in color gamut volume factor
the contrast reduction factor

k LC

k

and

of the display using multiple, linear reduction
!

techniques. In all cases, fits with R-squared in the high 0.9’s were achieved using
!

the following form:
(4-1)

Y = bX

with
X

Y

as the fitted surface of preference, lightness contrast, or colorfulness and
!

the independent variable of the form:

!

[

X = 1 k k LC

!

k2

2
k LC

2
k 2 k LC

k

]"

(4-2)

Then, for each set of the sixteen (16) sets of simulated primaries in
the ratio

" NTSC

k

and

k LC ,

!

of their respective areas in color gamut to that of the N.T.S.C.
!

!

primaries were computed in xy chromaticities where the N.T.S.C. primaries in xy
!

chromaticities are given by:
"x
$ R
$ xG
$x
# B

y R % " 0.67 0.33%
' $
'
yG ' = $ 0.21 0.71'
y '& #$0.14 0.08'&

(4-3)

Further, their respective log lightness contrast ratio or dynamic range were
computed according to:

!

"Y
%
log10 (contrast _ ratio) = log$ Max '
# Y Min &

for

Y Max

(4-4)

the maximum luminance of the display and
!

contrast reduction factor

k LC and

Y Min derived

the actual black point of the display

!

from the
Y Blackpo int

!

according to:
!

!

(

Y Min = Y Max " k LC Y Max " Y Blackpo int

!
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)

(4-5)

The resulted fitted contours of equal preference, lightness contrast, and
colorfulness are then plotted against the computed color gamut area ratio " NTSC
and

log10 (contrast _ ratio)

along with their respective actual data points.
!

!

4.4.3 Test Results and Discussion
Colorfulness
Figure 4-12 plots mean category scores for colorfulness as a function of the
percentage of N.T.S.C. color gamut area in xy chromaticities for each of the four
levels of lightness contrast factor

k LC or

log contrast ratio averaged across all ten

scenes and six observers (60 observations) and their respective 95% confidence
!

intervals assuming a normal distribution of individual scores.

Figure 4-12: Overall results for colorfulness as a function of the percentage of the N.T.S.C. color gamut area
in xy chromaticities for each of the log contrast ratio tested in terms of their category scores averaged across
6 observers and 10 with 95% confidence interval shown

As shown, colorfulness increases monotonically at a diminishing rate as color
gamut volume increases as reported under Experiment 1, and additionally, the
increase in colorfulness is independent of contrast ratio as the results for each of
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the four (4) log contrast ratios tested are not significantly different. This result is
a special case of the methodology of affecting lightness contrast changes by
varying the minimum or black point luminance of the display. Hence, that is not
to say that colorfulness would not have been affected by lightness contrast
changes made by varying the maximum luminance of the display – i.e. the Hunt
Effect (Fairchild, 1997).

Figure 4-13: Contours of equal colorfulness as a function of the percentage of the N.T.S.C. color gamut area
in xy chromaticities and the log contrast ratio obtained by multiple linear regression of the mean category
scales across 6 observers and 10 scenes

Figure 4-13 plots the fitted contour of equal colorfulness as a function of the
percentage of the N.T.S.C. color gamut area in xy chromaticities and the log
contrast ratio. This result, as noted before, is obtained by multiple linear
regression of the mean category scales for colorfulness across 6 observers and 10
scenes and illustrates, again, a monotonically increasing response in colorfulness
to increases in color gamut volume, yet whose sensitivity or rate of increase
diminishes with increasing color gamut.
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Lightness Contrast
Figure 4-14 plots mean category scores for lightness contrast as a function of
the percentage of the N.T.S.C. color gamut area in xy chromaticities for each of
the four levels of lightness contrast factor

k LC or

log contrast ratio as noted in the

above. The result illustrates a linear response to increasing contrast ratio as
!

expected, and the addition of a contribution to perceived lightness by color
gamut volume - the effect of Helmholtz-Kohlrausch as noted in Experiment 1.

Figure 4-14: Overall results for lightness contrast as a function of the percentage of the N.T.S.C. color gamut
area in xy chromaticities for each of the log contrast ratios tested in terms of their category scores averaged
across 6 observers and 10 with 95% confidence interval shown

Figure 4-15 plots the fitted contours of equal lightness contrast as a function
of the percentage of the N.T.S.C. color gamut area in xy chromaticities and the
log contrast obtained as noted before further illustrating the effects noted in the
above.
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Figure 4-15: Contours of equal lightness contrast as a function of the percentage of the N.T.S.C. color
gamut area in xy chromaticities and the log contrast obtained by multiple linear regression of the mean
category scales across 6 observers and 10 scenes

Preference

Figure 4-16: Overall results for preference interval scale as a function of the percentage of the N.T.S.C.
color gamut area in xy chromaticities for each of the log contrast ratios tested in terms of their category
scores averaged across 6 observers and 10 with 95% confidence interval shown

Figure 4-16 plots the average Z-score or interval scale of preference as a
function of the percentage of the N.T.S.C. color gamut area in xy chromaticities
for each of the four levels of lightness contrast factor

!
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k LC or

log contrast ratio

again as noted in the above. Additionally, the corresponding 95% confidence
intervals are shown as computed according to the method prescribed by Montag
(2006). As shown, preference increases monotonically with increasing color
gamut, yet with decreasing sensitivity or rate of increase as reported in
Experiment 2 of the above.

Figure 4-17: Contours of equal preference as a function of the percentage of the N.T.S.C. color gamut area
in xy chromaticities and the log contrast ratio obtained by multiple linear regression of the mean category
scales across 6 observers and 10 scenes

Figure 4-17 plots the fitted contour of equal preference interval scales again as
a function of the percentage of the N.T.S.C. color gamut area in xy chromaticities
and the log contrast ratio. This result is interesting from three points of view.
First, shown even more dramatically than in Experiment 2, it appears that an
optimal color gamut is achieved at 85 to 90 percent of the area of the N.T.S.C.
primaries in xy chromaticities. Second, at around the point of optimal color
gamut, preference is very sensitive to contrast ratio, and similarly, at higher
contrast ratios, preference is very sensitive to changes in color gamut.
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Finally, at lower color gamut, preference is less sensitive to lightness contrast
(contrast ratio). And similarly, at lower contrast ratios, preference is less sensitive
to changes in color gamut. In other words, observers seem to focus on the lowest
common denominator. If color gamut is not optimal, improvements in contrast
ratio have little effect on preference. And similarly, if contrast ratio is not
sufficiently high, improvements in color gamut have little effect.
A nearest neighbor, cluster analysis performed on the observer-by-observer
results across all images revealed that all the observers’ judgments essentially
were in concert with each other. I.e., no consistent clusters developed out of the
observer group. As noted before, three groups or clusters of images were found
in Experiment 2. The first group consisted of the Flowers, Color Chart, and Barn
images distinguished by their high degree of colorfulness, the Fog and Coast
image were joined in a second group of outdoor images, and the Musician and
Lady images in a third distinguished by flesh tones. However, in these findings,
a cluster analysis of the results made no clear, statistically significant distinction
amongst these groups. Yet, they are not inconsistent with previous findings that
image dependencies can be a factor.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS
In these series of corroborative experiments with Sony, a methodology for the
accurate determination of perceived color gamut volume and scaling of observer
preference as a function of perceived gamut volume was established in the
context of previous work in this area by Fedorovskaya, et al. The methodology
was refined and validated over a series of three experiments that measured color
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appearance and color gamut volume in terms of the psychophysical and
appearance metrics, observer preference as a function of color gamut at constant
hue and lightness contrast, and the effect of color gamut volume and lightness
contrast or display dynamic range on observer preference and perceived
colorfulness and lightness contrast.
In the first experiment that measured the effect of color gamut on appearance,
it was found from the results of both Sony and RIT - different laboratories - that
the effect of the perception of colorfulness is relatively strong compared with
other color appearance attributes in images where the volume of display color
gamut is varied. On the average, the interval scales for the perception of
colorfulness monotonically increases at constant sensitivity as the gamut area in
xy chromaticities increases while it tends to become less and less sensitive as
gamut volume in CIELAB and CIECAM02
The results for the second experiment that measured observer preference as a
function of color gamut at constant hue and lightness contrast show that image
preference as a function of color gamut volume is scene dependent. At
reasonable color gamut volumes of 0.8 to 1.0 times that of the Sony extended
gamut display, the perception of highly colorful scenes are less sensitive to
reductions in gamut than certain outdoor scenes (e.g. sunsets) and increase in
scenes with a sizable portion of flesh tone.
The results of the third experiment corroborates the findings of the first
experiments – that perceived lightness contrast decreases according to color
gamut volume - the effect of Helmholtz-Kohlrausch [Fairchild, 1997]. In terms of
color gamut, the results of the third experiment are consistent with the findings
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from the previous two experiments - that the appearance attribute, colorfulness,
continues to provide an effective correlate to changes in color gamut, and, while
not statistically significant in this experiment, preference remains scene
dependent consistent with the result reported under Experiment 2.
And even more dramatically than in Experiment 2, color gamut is an
important component of preference, and in terms of preference, an optimal color
gamut is achieved at 85 to 90 percent of the area of the N.T.S.C. primaries in xy
chromaticities. Furthermore, observers seem to focus on the lowest common
denominator. If color gamut is not optimal, improvements in contrast ratio have
little effect on preference. And similarly, if contrast ratio is not sufficiently high,
improvements in color gamut have little effect. Yet, when either of color gamut
or contrast ratio is sufficient, observer preference is very sensitive to
improvements in the other.
Hence, while the overall preference results would indicate an optimal color
gamut, such a conclusion would only produce an average result. Scenes that are
already quite colorful would be unaffected, yet the opportunity for rendering
really compelling outdoor scenes and flesh tones squandered away. This result
is, in many ways, analogous to similar results obtained from high dynamic range
(HDR) display media [H. Seetzen, 2004]. In typical display media, even those
with fairly high dynamic range, the tendency is to set the white point at the
maximum output of the display producing a brighter display for point of sale
considerations. In this scenario, object color is rendered fully in the gamut, but
anything beyond object color – like a sunset – is clipped. A more satisfactory
alternative may be to render object color at less than the full gamut of the display
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thus leaving room for those colors beyond that can make for a truly compelling
image. However, such an alternative cannot just be relegated to the display
media alone but requires the cooperation of the media system as a whole – from
the production of its content through to its rendering and actual display.
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5 THE USE OF CIECAM02 AND CIELAB IN
PREDICTING THE PERCEPTUAL EFFECTS OF
DISPLAY COLOR GAMUT
The results for these three experiments discussed in the previous section both
identified and quantified those attributes that best characterize relationships
between the color gamut of display media and color appearance and preference.
All of these results were obtained under normal viewing conditions as defined in
CIECAM02 [CIE Technical Report, 2003]. As a follow up, the question arises as to
whether these results, all empirical in their nature, can be predicted by the
accepted models of color appearance, CIECAM02 and CIELAB. If it can be
shown that predictions can be made on the basis of the physical parameters of
the display media and its gamut in a variety of viewing conditions, then it can be
argued that these models be regarded as highly valuable tools in the design and
development of display media technology.

5.1 METHODOLOGY
The color appearance models, CIELAB and CIECAM02, were tested against
the results of the Experiment 1 and 3 results in both normal and dark viewing
conditions and in terms of the color appearance attributes of CIELAB Lightness
*
( L* ) and Chroma ( Cab
) and CIECAM02 Lightness ( J ), Chroma ( C ), Brightness

( Q ), and Colorfulness ( M ). CIECAM02 was implemented as prescribed in the

!

! was assumed
! (D = 1) under the
!
CIE Technical
Report [2003]. Full adaptation

!

! conditions as given in this report. The luminance LA for the
following viewing
adapting field was taken to be one-fifth of the absolute value of the Sony
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display’s white point and the background luminance factor Yb taken to be onefifth display white as recommended.
Table 5-1 CIECAM02 viewing conditions
Viewing
Condition
Ambient Lighting

Dark
0 lux
2
(0.0 cd/m )

Normal
500 lux
2
(159.2 cd/m )

For each version of the factorial experimental design of the ten scenes
used in the first year’s studies, the histograms in each of the CIELAB and
CIECAM02 appearance attributes were computed from each version’s
tristimulus values in CIE XYZ. From these histograms, the following set of
percepts were derived that best correlated with the experimental results
and are referred to throughout the remainder of this report.
•

lightness contrast – the 99.5th percentile CIECAM02 lightness J less the 0.5th
percentile and the 99.5th percentile CIELAB lightness L* less the 0.5th percentile

•

chroma range – the 99.5th percentile CIECAM02 chroma C less the 0.5th
*
percentile and the 99.5th percentile CIELAB chroma !
less the 0.5th percentile
Cab
!
colorfulness - the 99.5th percentile CIECAM02 colorfulness M
!
brightness - the 99.5th percentile CIECAM02 brightness Q
!
perceived gamut volume – the 99.5th percentile CIECAM02 chroma C and the 99.5th
!
*
percentile CIELAB chroma Cab
!

•
•
•

!
5.2 EXPERIMENT 1: LIGHTNESS CONTRAST,
CHROMA
!
RANGE, BRIGHTNESS,
COLORFULNESS, AND
PERCEIVE GAMUT VOLUME
The MCSL results for Experiment 1 are reported in Figure 5-1 where the
observer data in each of the appearance attributes are reported against their
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respective CIECAM02 [and CIELAB7] derived percepts normalized to the
respective maximum values across all versions of a scene then averaged over all
ten scenes. The observer data is reported as before in terms of their ratio, i.e.,
normalized to their respective maximum value on an observer-by-observer basis
using the method of Scheffe [1952] then averaged over all observers and scenes.
The error bars represent the 95th percent confidence intervals for the average or
mean. The solid black line in Figure 5-1 represents the case of an exact fit
between the derived percepts and the mean observer data. As noted in both
these figures, the CIECAM02 derived percept colorfulness ratio best fits the
average observer data with the 95% confidence. CIECAM02 (and CIELAB)
derived chroma range and perceived gamut volume ratios fit the observer data
almost equally well, yet under-estimate the data.

Figure 5-1: The average observer data with corresponding 95% confidence intervals for colorfulness,
lightness contrast, chroma range, brightness, and perceived gamut volume ratio plotted against the
corresponding CIECAM02 derived percepts.

7

The CIELAB and CIECAM02 derived percepts overlap as they are virtually the same. Hence, only the CIECAM02 derived percepts
are plotted.
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The failure of CIECAM02 (and CIELAB) to predict the Hemholtz-Kohlrausch
Effect is clearly noted in the observer data in the lightness contrast and
brightness ratios. As an additional follow up and if prediction of this effect is
desired, one or more of the published models of this effect can be applied - for
example, the work of Fairchild and Pirrotta [1991] that provides a relatively
simple predictor.
Figure 5-2 plots the observer data for chroma range, colorfulness, and
perceived gamut volume ratio on a scene-by-scene basis against the
corresponding CIECAM02 derived percepts with a 45-degree line representing
an exact prediction as in Figure 5-1. As noted in the above, the derived
CIECAM02 percept for colorfulness ratio is the best predictor of the observer
data well within the confidence intervals of the data in each scene. In Figure 52(b), the scenes Lady and Water are predicted quite precisely while the more
colorful scenes beginning in succession with the barn and pastel scenes, the
fluorant Tetons, and the most colorful flowers scene are over-predicted in
succession. And for the less colorful scenes beginning in succession with the
musician scene, the color chart (PW837), and the coastal and fog scenes are
correspondingly under predicted. As such, the CIECAM02 derived percepts
seems to be a good predictor of moderately colorful scenes yet is not sensitive to
between scene differences that vary from less to highly colorful scenes.
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(a) Chroma Range

(b) Colorfulnes

(c) Perceived Gamut Volume
Figure 5-2: The Experiment 1 results giving the ratio scale and 95% confidence intervals of colorfulness,
chroma range, and perceived gamut volume averaged over all observers plotted against the corresponding
CIECAM02 derived percepts for each scene. The 45-degree line represents a perfect match between the
observer results and the CIECAM02 derived percepts.
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5.3 EXPERIMENT 3: LIGHTNESS CONTRAST AND
COLORFULNESS
Experiment 3 was run according to the full 4X4 factorial design, and Figure 53 plots the resulting observer data for colorfulness ratio averaged over all scenes
and six (6) observers against their respective CIECAM02 [and CIELAB8] derived,
normalized percepts for each of the fractional display lightness contrast

k LC

times

the display dynamic range. The error bars represent the respective 95%
!

confidence intervals for each of the scene versions. The solid black line represents
an exact fit between the derived colorfulness and the mean observer data. As
shown, the CIECAM02 derived percept predicts the overall observer data quite
well within the 95% confidence intervals in all but one case where, as reported in
the first experiment’s results, the observer data for colorfulness ratio clearly
suffers a loss of sensitivity at or near the extent of the N.T.S.C. gamut area.

Figure 5-3: Experiment 3 average observer data with corresponding 95% confidence intervals for
colorfulness plotted against the corresponding CIECAM02 derived percept for each of lightness contrast
factor k LC times full, dynamic range of the display.

!

8

The CIELAB and CIECAM02 derived percepts overlap as they are virtually the same. Hence, only the CIECAM02 derived percepts
are plotted.
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(a) Musicians

(b) Flowers

(c) Coast
Figure 5-4: Experiment 3 average observer data with corresponding 95% confidence intervals for
colorfulness plotted against the corresponding CIECAM02 derived percept for each of lightness contrast
factor k LC times full, dynamic range of the display for three (3) representative scene types.

!
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Figure 5-4 plots the observer data for colorfulness ratio against the CIEAM02
normalized, derived percept for colorfulness for (3) representative scene types –
flesh tone (Musicians), highly colorful (Flowers), and scenic (Coast). The solid
black line represents an exact fit between the derived colorfulness and the mean
observer data falling within the 95% confidence intervals for the mean observer
data with very few exceptions. Hence, it can be said that the CIECAM02 derived
percept for colorfulness predicts the mean observer data with a 95% confidence –
again in lieu of the above-mentioned loss of sensitivity.

Figure 5-5:Average observer data for lightness contrast ratio against fractional display dynamic range k LC
for each of % N.T.S.C. color gamut area with 95% confidence intervals for the data means. The line plots
represent CIECAM02 (solid) and CIELAB (dashed) derived percepts averaged over all scenes.

!
Figure 5-5 plots the observer data for lightness contrast ratio averaged
over

all scenes and observers against the fractional display lightness contrast

k LC

times

the display dynamic range for each of the % N.T.S.C. color gamut area in CIE
!

tristimulus values of x and y. The error bars represent the respective 95%
confidence intervals for each of the scene versions. The corresponding line plots
represent the CIECAM02 (solid) and CIELAB (dashed) derived percept for
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lightness contrast. Exclusive of CIECAM02 and CIELAB inability to predict the
Hemholtz-Kohlrausch Effect, both the CIECAM02 and CIELAB derived percepts
predict at least the sensitivity to changes in display dynamic range. I.e., if the
data were normalized for the Hemholtz-Kohlrausch Effect, the derived percepts
would fit well within the confidence intervals of the mean observer data.

5.3.1 Dark Viewing Conditions
Figure 5-6 plots the observer data for colorfulness ratio averaged over all
eight (8) observers for each of the single representative type of scenes listed
above under dark viewing conditions. Again, with very few exceptions, the
CIECAM02 derived percepts fall within the 95% confidence intervals for the
mean observer data, and it can be said that the CIECAM02 derived percept for
colorfulness predicts the mean observer data within 95% confidence again in lieu
of the loss of sensitivity noted in the above.
Similarly, Figure 5-7 plots the average observer data for lightness contrast
ratio. As is the case under normal viewing conditions, the data is quite noisy
with little confidence in their respective means, and it is difficult to make any
assertion about how well they predict the mean of the data. However, strictly
speaking, lightness contrast is predicted within the confidence intervals of the
mean data.
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(a) Musicians

(b) Flowers

(c) Coast
Figure 5-6: Average observer data with corresponding 95% confidence intervals for colorfulness plotted
against the corresponding CIECAM02 derived percept under dark viewing conditions for each of lightness
contrast factor k LC times full, dynamic range of the display for three (3) representative scene types.

!
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(a) Musicians

(b) Flowers

(c) Coast
Figure 5-7: CIECAM02 derived percept for lightness contrast ratio under normal viewing conditions (solid
line) and dark viewing conditions (dashed line) against % N.T.S.C. color gamut area in CIE tristimulus
values of x and y and for each of lightness contrast factor k LC times full, dynamic range of the display.

!
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5.3.2 Comparison Between Dark and Normal Viewing Conditions
Figures 5-8 plots CIECAM02 derived, absolute (without normalization)
colorfulness in normal viewing conditions with fitted solid line and dark viewing
conditions with fitted dashed line against fractional display dynamic range

k LC

for each % N.T.S.C. color gamut area tested. Figure 5-9 similarly plots derived,
!

absolute (without normalization) lightness contrast and illustrates the BartlesonBreneman Effect that image contrast [and colorfulness] varies with surround.
These results along with previous results show that CIECAM02 adequately
predicts colorfulness and lightness contrast (with the noted exception of the
Hemholtz-Kohlrausch Effect) in at least two CIECAM02 defined viewing
conditions - normal and dark.

5.4 CONCLUSIONS
For Experiment 1 where color gamut volume was varied while lightness
contrast or display dynamic range was maintained constant, the mean observer
data in colorfulness was best fit by the CIECAM02 derived percept for
colorfulness 95% confidence. Both CIELAB and CIECAM02 derived chroma
range and perceived gamut volume fit the mean of the observer data almost
equally well, but with under-estimated results. However, the observer data for
lightness contrast and brightness exhibiting the effect of Hemholtz-Kohlrausch –
that brightness or lightness contrast is dependent of colorfulness or chroma - was
not predicted.
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(a) Musicians

(b) Flowers

(c) Coast
Figure 5-8: CIECAM02 derived, absolute colorfulness under normal (solid line) and dark (dashed line)
viewing conditions against fractional display dynamic range k LC for each % N.T.S.C. color gamut area
tested and three typical scenes.

!
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Figure 5-9: CIECAM02 derived lightness contrast under normal (solid line) and dark (dashed line) viewing
conditions against fractional display dynamic range k LC .

For Experiment 3, the full factorial design in color gamut and lightness
!

contrast or display dynamic range and where colorfulness and lightness contrast
were evaluated, the CIECAM02 derived percept for colorfulness predicts the
mean observer data with 95% confidence. And, exclusive of CIECAM02 and
CIELAB’s inability to predict the Hemholtz-Kohlrausch Effect, both the
CIECAM02 and CIELAB derived percepts for lightness contrast predict at least
the sensitivity to changes in display dynamic range.
In all instances, the CIECAM02 and CIELAB derived precepts are linear in
%N.T.S.C. gamut volume CIE chromaticities x and y and fractional display
dynamic range. Yet, the observer data, as noted in previous reports, loses
sensitivity, at least on average, at or around the full N.T.S.C. gamut boundary.
On further analyses, this effect is mediated largely in the more colorful scenes
(e.g. Flowers), and as noted before, observer data for the less colorful scenes –
those with flesh tones or outdoor scenes – follow a more linear relationship as
the derived percepts.
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These results along with observer data obtained under dark viewing
conditions show that CIECAM02 at least predicts the mean colorfulness and
lightness contrast over a variety of scene types (again, with the noted exception
of the Hemholtz-Kohlrausch Effect) in both normal and dark viewing conditions
thereby accounting for the Bartleson-Breneman Effect.
Now to the question of whether CIELAB and CIECAM02 would usefully
serve as a performance prediction model for display media as prior to this work,
it was shown that these color appearance attributes can be fit simply in an
empirical model by linear regression analysis of the factorial experimental
variables %N.T.S.C. color gamut area and

k LC .

However, such an empirical

model applies only to the conditions in which it was tested, and further, such a
!

model as derived applies only to the specific display tested. Without further
testing and development to the level that went into CIECAM02 – literally tens of
man-years by eminent color scientists since the 1930’s, such an empirical model
cannot be generalized. Furthermore, an empirical model in %N.T.S.C. color
gamut area

k LC

is simply a linear regression of the observer data. Its terms then

have little or no intuitive meaning in the same sense that the terms CIECAM02
!

have. At least in CIECAM02, one can point to where and how both achromatic
and chromatic adaptation is accounted and where and how the various effects
are addressed.

5.5 CIELAB OR CIECAM02?
So, finally, which shall it be? CIELAB or CIECAM02? Which is the most
definitive model of color appearance in the context of visual media, a media
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where, to an ever increasing extent, the way in which “ … the eye’s sensitivities
are used by an observer who is presented with more and more complex
situations is a correspondingly complex mixture of the observer’s intentions,
desires, and interests … “?
As noted before, five perceptual attributes are believed to be required for a
complete specification of color appearance – brightness, lightness, colorfulness,
chroma, and hue [Fairchild, 1997] - lightness and chroma for object mode and
colorfulness and brightness for illuminant mode. Yet taken alone, the correlates
of lightness and chroma can only be applied in the limited case of a fixed
background where the appearance of the stimulus is controlled exclusively by
the stimulus itself. CIELAB extends the application of lightness and chroma by
one level of complexity accounting for the affect of surround and illuminant on
the appearance of a stimulus. Beyond this rudimentary level of stimulus and
surround, CIELAB cannot adequately describe appearance. In the words of M. D.
Fairchild[2005], “These spaces [e.g. CIELAB] are intended to apply to
comparisons of differences between object colors of the same size and shape,
viewed in identical white to middle-grey surroundings, by an observer
photopically adapted to a field of chromaticity not too different from that of
average daylight.”
In more complex situations, color appearance is correspondingly complex
and mediated by many effects. Both cognitive and sensory effects such as light
and dark adaptation and chromatic adaptation mediated, in turn, by the
surround, background, and proximal fields of a stimulus. Spatial effects such as
simultaneous contrast, crispening, and spreading. The Helmholtz-Kohlrausch
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Effect that brightness depends on luminance and chromaticity and that, to this
day, remains a subject of some conjecture. The Hunt and Stevens effects that
colorfulness and contrast increase with luminance. And the Bartleson-Breenman
Effect that image contrast changes with surround. It is to this point, the
complexity of color appearance in complex scenes, that CIECAM02 evolved. And
as noted in this analysis and short of the Helmholtz-Kohlrausch Effect, both the
CIECAM02 directly predicted percepts of colorfulness and brightness and the
percepts of lightness contrast and chroma range derived from CIECAM02
lightness and chroma agree with the empirical data. Hence, short of the most
rudimentary of situations where none of these effects come into play, CIECAM02
effectively supports the evaluation of perceptual, visual media gamut.
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6 BRILLIANCE
RLH: In Japanese art, what do brilliant colors symbolize?
FGG: [smiling] Happiness!
- Conversation, Rodney L Heckaman with F. Garcia
Gutierrez, following Mr. Gutierrez’s Opening
Session Paper, Chromatic symbolism in Japanese
art and its influence on western art, AIC Colour 05,
Granada, Spain [2005]
In the introduction to Evans’ book, The Perception of Color [Evans, 1978], an
introspection into the history of color reveals the perspectives that influenced
Evans’ work beginning with Newton’s demonstration of the spectral components
of sunlight followed by the work of Young, Maxwell, and Grassmann. From
these works, Hemholtz built the foundations of colorimetry based in the
uniqueness of three perceptual variables and whose work, in the words of Evans,
was hampered by “ … his [Hemholtz] somewhat too firm conviction of the
uniqueness of the eye response to stimuli and by a theory that, while it explains
much, is inadequate for a total explanation.” Yet, these three variables of color
perception have become “ … such an article of faith with color workers that to
question it at all is essentially heresy.” In Evans’ perspective, there are at least
five attributes of perception that are reducible to three only under the simplest of
conditions. These three reducible attributes are said to be attributes of the
stimulus itself, the other two arising from the context in which the stimulus is
seen.
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6.1 ISOLATED STIMULUS
In the simplest context where color is seen, a single, isolated light stimulus,
the physical specification of such a stimulus that produces the perception of color
is completely described by its spectral energy distribution in the region where
the eye is sensitive. Thus an infinite amount of colors are possible. However,
because of the eye’s discrimination, only a finite subset is possible as many of the
combinations look alike. Hence, the concept of metamerism and the description
of these discernible subsets of color using three psychophysical variables with
basis in Hemholtz and the science of colorimetry. All possible color perceptions
must arise from the effects of these three psychophysical variables.
In this simplest of contexts, the attributes of color perception are also three
fold in hue, saturation, and brightness and these attributes are uniquely
determined from the three psychophysical variables. Dominant wavelength
mainly controls hue, the mixture of monochromatic and colorless light mainly
controls saturation, and brightness mainly controlled by the luminance.

6.2 RELATED STIMULUS AND THE PERCEPTION OF
BRILLIANCE
Evans’ work with related stimuli grew out of his discovery in 1959 of a
previously unreported visual threshold in the perception of grayness in colors.
He admits that the results of this work are inconclusive, yet this work and its
extension to chromatic stimuli clarified for him the necessity for five independent
perceptual variables to represent the general case of all related colors. By way of
illustration, he describes two specific cases of related colors in achromatic
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surrounds that are paraphrased here as their descriptions are quite instructive
[Evans, 1978].

6.2.1 Achromatic stimulus and the perception of grayness and
lightness
Evans considers an isolated 10o circular stimulus seen as achromatic and
having a 2o stimulus at its center with identical chromaticity and variable in its
luminance. The luminance of the outer stimulus is maintained at 100 milliLambert (318 cd/m2) where the sensitivity of the eye is maintained.
Starting from the condition that the luminance of both stimuli are matched,
the luminance of the central stimulus is reduced and a new perceptual variable is
encountered – the perception of grayness. As the luminance of the central
stimulus is decreased further, increased grayness is perceived along with
increasing darkness until the central stimulus is perceived black of varying
degree. Eventually, a point is reached where no further decrease in luminance
will produce any perceptual change in the blackness or darkness of the stimulus.
In the isolated stimulus case, Evans notes that decreasing the luminance of
the stimulus made it appear “dimmer’ without introducing a new perceptual
variable. In this context of related stimuli, “darker” describes the relationship of
the two stimuli. It is a different perception than “dimmer” in the isolated
stimulus case which is related to brightness. The words “darker” and “dimmer”
are not synonymous.
This new perception in the semantic context of “darker” is denoted as
lightness which Evans defines as “ … the apparent relative reflectance or
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transmittance of a stimulus considered as a reflecting or transmitting object
regardless of its physical nature.” [Evans, 1978]. In more current terms, lightness
is defined as “ … the ratio of the brightness of a stimulus to the brightness of a
similarly illuminated white stimulus.” [Fairchild, 1997].
Of course, the perception of grayness seems not so striking a result as it was
generally thought in Evans’s time as derivable from the physiology of the eye
and its black-white opponent channel and the stimulus itself. However, Evans
considered the perception of grayness as a new perception that is independent of
the stimulus and that this relationship is revealed more fully when the stimulus
is chromatic.

6.2.2 Chromatic stimulus and achromatic surround
Evans considers the same isolated 10o circular stimulus seen as achromatic
with luminous of 100 mL and having the same 2o stimulus at its center that is
now monochromatic. He then describes a luminance series [Evans, 1959] that he
considered fundamental and defining of his further work.
Starting from a very low luminance relative to the surrounding stimulus
where the central stimulus appears black, the luminance of the central stimulus is
increased. The perception of blackness persists until hue becomes just
perceptible. As the luminance of the stimulus is further increased, hue becomes
stronger and blackness decreases until the stimulus is perceived as dark gray.
Above this point, hue and lightness continue to increase and grayness
decreases until a well-defined point is reached where grayness has disappeared.
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For Evans, this point where grayness disappears was denoted as the zero gray
point G0. At this point, the remaining perceptual variables are hue and lightness.
As the luminance is increased from G0, lightness and hue continue to
strengthen and a new perception appears in the central stimulus that “ … can
best be described … as though it were fluorescent.” [Evans, 1978]. This new
perception along with lightness continues to increase until a luminance match
between the two stimuli is achieved.
As the luminance of the central stimulus is increased above the match,
lightness continues to increase. The appearance of fluorescence also continues to
increase then rapidly decreases and disappears. Evans notes that the description
of this change is difficult, and he proposes that it takes place as the appearance of
the central stimulus changes from that of a surface [or object] color to that of a
source of light – that the central stimulus now controls the sensitivity of the eye.
Above this point up to the visual tolerance limit, the stimulus takes on the
perceptual attributes of hue, saturation, and brightness.
These newly found perceptions of grayness and what Evans coined as
perceived fluorence are mutually exclusive. They cannot be seen together. Hence,
Evans considered them as different aspects of a single perceptual variable that he
called brilliance, and G0 is the threshold between perceived grayness and
fluorence as the luminance of a chromatic stimulus is changed relative to its
surround.
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6.2.3 The relationship between wavelength and purity
Using interference filters at 31 dominant wavelengths in both spectral and
extra-spectral regions as the central stimulus in a 100 mL surround, Evans was
able to produce stimulus of color purity greater than 0.95 to characterize G0 as a
function of wavelength. This work proceeded until his retirement as he notes,
and it wasn’t until the end of this work that “ … we have come to appreciate its
essentially revolutionary nature, involving as it does a new psychophysical
function … ” [Evans, 1978].

Figure 6-1: Go as a function of stimulus monochromatic wavelength with achromatic (C. 7000K) surround at
100 mL (corrected for stimulus impurities) [Evans, 1978]

The final results at maximum color purity of the central stimulus are shown
in Figure 6-1 where the ordinate G0 is calibrated in density according to the
wedges used to vary luminance of the central stimulus. Thus G0 is expressed in
terms of the log Ls/Lb where Ls is the luminance of the surround and Lb the
luminance of the central stimulus.
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From these data and in Evans’ words, his fortunate choice of units assigned to
G0, he found that the curves for G0 and the colorimetric purity threshold9 pc were
parallel when plotted as log 1/pc. Hence, the two variables are related by a single
multiplicative constant, and “ … both are indicative of what I shall call the
varying “chromatic strengths” of the different wavelengths.” [Evans, 1978].

6.2.4 The independence of brilliance and lightness
Under the guise of a discussion of the “ … general problem of lightness and
brilliance” [Evans, 1978], Evans sums up the central thesis of his book and his
work. The fact that all colors can be matched by mixtures of three others and the
establishment of three psychophysical attributes for such a match, the
assumption since the time of Hemholtz has been that there must only be three
perceptual attributes of color. In Evans’ own words, “ … the three-dimensional
requirement for perception is logical only if it is also assumed that the appearance
of the stimulus is controlled entirely by the stimulus itself. And this is true only
when the stimulus is itself the only thing affecting the eye, that is, the isolated
stimulus case.”
While the grayness of an object appears to be a property of the object itself in
isolation, this is not the case even though it appears so. The lightness or darkness
of an object, while physically a part of it, is simply light or dark compared to
other colors in the field. As long as these perceptions are thought to emulate
from the properties of the stimulus alone, it is logical to restrict perception to
three attributes. However, as Evans has demonstrated, these perceptions are

9

The colorimetric purity threshold determines the relative amount of monochromatic light that must be added to white light to
produce a perceptible hue.
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produced by the “ … presence of surroundings … [and] lightness and brilliance
are produced by the appearance of a second stimulus [i.e. the surround] and are
in addition to the three perceptual attributes produced by an isolated stimulus”.
In which case, the perceptions are described by six psychophysical variables –
three in the surround and three in the object itself.
In real objects uniformly illuminated by light seen as achromatic,” … while
the perception of brightness can be assigned to the illumination, we are left with
four independent perceptions to describe the appearance of individual objects.”
[Evans, 1978]. As such, in situations dealing with more than one stimulus,
perception is in five dimensions. The dimensions are reduced to four if perceived
differences are at issue and to three if the surround is constant and controls the
sensitivity of the eye. “The general case can thus be artificially reduced to four,
but it cannot be reduced to three without danger of misunderstandings and a
limited view of the whole. This is, essentially, the thesis of this whole book.

6.3 THE NT OPPONENT COLOR SYSTEM – GRAYNESS
In Evans’ perceptions of both achromatic and chromatic stimuli, he described
what he termed as the perception of grayness. Evans considered this perception
as a new perception that is independent of the stimulus and that this relationship
is revealed more fully when the stimulus is chromatic. By way of
acknowledgment in the paper, “On Attributes of Achromatic and Chromatic
Object Color Perceptions” [Nayatani, 1999], Nayatani notes that “… the chroma
perception in the chromatic color series is always assessed only by considering
its chromatic component …, but neglecting its grayness … although the
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perception of grayness always exists ….” Furthermore, in opponent color theory,
grayness is also “… important for whiteness-blackness perception.” Without
grayness, object color perceptions in opponent color responses are represented in
a triangular or oblique representation like NCS. With grayness, an orthogonal
representation is possible.
To this end, Nayatani proposed a modification to Hering’s opponent color
theory [Nayatani, 2001, 2003, 2004] which came to be known as the Nayatani
Theoretical (NT) opponent color space having some basis in Hering’s veiling
glare concept [Hering, 1954] Nayatani notes by citing a quote from the Hering
book: “If a chromatic color appears definitely whitish, grayish, or blackish, I call
it, as I already said, a veiled color.” And further on, “It can be said that in each
clearly veiled chromatic color both a chromatic and a black-white can be
distinguished.”
Both Hering’s opponent color theory and the NCS color order system
consider that gray is a dual color consisting of whiteness and blackness.
Nayatani cites the work of Hård [1996] giving the expression for grayness
value gv ( NCS ) in the NCS system:
gv ( NCS ) =

!

40s( NCS ) w ( NCS )
c 2 + 1000

(6-4)

for s( NCS ) and w ( NCS ) the whiteness and blackness and c the chromaticness in
!
the NCS system. Yet Nayatani notes [Nayatani, 2003] a discrepancy in this

!

!
!
representation
in that for s( NCS ) = w ( NCS ) = 50 , grey value gr should be 100 " c

in the spirit of Hering’s veiling of chromatic colors and the notion that black and

!

!
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!

white as colors in the opponent color theory sense can also be considered as
veiled.
To resolve this discrepancy and give more emphasis to the importance of
grayness in opponent color theory, Nayatani proposed a three opponent color
axis color space NT with primaries WBkRGYB with gray Gr as the reference
color making possible the orthogonality of the axii W-Gr-Bk, R_Gr-G, and YGr_B (Figure 6-2).

Figure 6-2: NT Color Perception Space in the Modified Opponent Color System

Nayatani then proposes that the achromatic perception of whitenessblackness is analogous to chroma in redness-greenness and blueness-yellowness
and, further, that the Hunt Effect and the Stevens and Jameson-Hurvich Effect
“… belong to the same category in opponent color theory.” [Nayatani, 2003].
Furthermore, the concept of colorfulness can then be applied to all six primaries
in opponent color space. The perception of the colorfulness of chromatic object
colors increasing as the adapting luminance increases (the Hunt Effect) is
analogous to the perception of either whiteness or blackness strength increasing
as the adapting luminance increases (the Jameson-Hurvich Effect). Then, by
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extension of this logic and as Evans suggested, the concept of chromatic strength
can than be applied to not only the perception of different hues but to the
perception of whiteness and blackness thereby resolving the contradiction in the
NCS system found between the attributes of whiteness, blackness, and grayness.

6.4 BRILLIANCE – HUNT/NAYATANI
Both Hunt and Nayatani have further developed Evans’ concept of chromatic
strength to the point of unifying the effects of the variation of Munsell Values for
highly saturated colors with different hues, colorimetric purity discriminations
for different hues, the H-K effect, and the determination of perceived hues.

6.4.1 Hunt’s dismissal of fluorence as a new perception
In the paper [Nayatani, 1999] on adapting luminance dependencies of object
colors referenced in the above discussion on chromatic strength, Nayatani
references a paper [Hunt, 1980] where Hunt deals quite decisively with Evans’
findings on brilliance. In this paper, Hunt acknowledges Evans’ work by stating
that “The illuminance of a colour relative to that of its surround greatly effects its
appearance: when it [the illuminance of a colour] is higher, the colour usually
appears luminous, looking like a light source or a fluorescing surface; when it is
much lower the colour usually has apparent grey content.” And further, for any
given chromaticity, Hunt admits that it is possible to determine its illuminance
relative to its surround where the it appears neither gray nor luminous – zero
gray content or G0 in Evans’ syntax.
Hunt notes that “Various explanations for this function [brilliance] have been
!
suggested in the past.” [Hunt, 1982]. Figure 6-3, from Hunt’s paper summarizes
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these explanations – that the relative luminance of spectral colors (dot-dash
curve) for equal brightness to their surround and zero gray content are “ …quite
different phenomena” and that the relative luminance of spectral colors (dotted
curve) having “ … the largest of their R, G, or B cone responses equal to that for a
white surround does not predict zero grey content. However, Hunt notes that the
relative luminance (solid curve) “ … corresponding to optimal colors of the same
purity [as Evans’] … agrees quite well with the zero gray content results for this
observer [Evans and Swenholt].”

Figure 6-3: Relative luminance for spectral colours for different criteria: (dashed) experimental results for
zero grey content for one observer (Evans and Swenholt, 1969); (dashed-dot) equal brightness to the
surround; (dotted) largest cone response equal to that of white; (solid) optimal colours of the same purities
as those used by Evans and Swenholt [Hunt, 1982]

6.4.2 The Question of fluorence in Nayatani’s modified opponent
color theory
In Nayatani’s paper, “A Modified Opponent Color Theory Considering
Chromatic Strengths of Varies Hues” [Nayatani, 2003], he brings together the
concepts of chromatic strength and the perception of grayness developed since
the early 1990’s into almost a unified theory of color appearance.
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Contrary to the NCS representation of chromaticness as being constant
independent of hue, Nayatani proposed that maximum chroma c rel,max for each
hue is determined by its chromatic strength:

c rel,max = 100CSrel

!

(6-5)

where CSrel is the chromatic strength Es(" ) at hue " relative to yellow.

!
Furthermore, the “ … chromatic strength function is necessary to transform a
! to a color appearance space’
!uniform color space for estimating
! color differences
[Nayatani, 2003].

(a) blue primary

(b) yellow primary

Figure 6-4: Planes of equal hue in the NT system [Nayatani, 2003]

In Nayatani’s NT system, grayness gr is given by:
gr = 0

for c gen " 100

!
!

and

gr = 100 " c gen for c gen < 100
!

where c gen = ( w • bk ) + ( r • g) + ( y • b) = ( w • bk ) + c rel .

!
!

!
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(6-6)

Figures 6-4 plot planes of equal hue for primary blue and yellow against
relative chroma showing the loci of constant grayness. Referring to Figure 6-4(a)
for the blue primary, Nayatani distinguishes six regions of color perception by
their respective triangles:
1. The triangle W-Gr(0)-Gr consist of blueness, whiteness, and grayness
2. The line Gr-Gr(0) consist of blueness and grayness
3. The triangle W-B-Gr(0) consist of blueness and whiteness
4. The triangle Bk-Gr(0)-Gr consist of blueness, blackness, and grayness
5. The line Gr(0)-B consist of blueness only
6. The triangle Bk-B-Gr(0) consist of blackness and blueness

Figure 6-5: Loci of equal hue and gray value in the Y_B and G-R plane in the NT system [Nayatani, 2003]

Figure 6-5 plots the loci of constant hue and gray value in the modified
opponent color system NT in the Y-Gr-B/R-Gr-G plane bound by maximum
chroma. While Nayatani never calls attention to Evans’ fluorence in reference to
this figure and regions 4-6 of the above, those regions outside the loci of gr=0 and
inside Nayatani’s maximum chroma would seem to correspond to where Evans
characterizes the perception of fluorence. And further, the region inside of the
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loci of maximum chroma could be considered the gamut of all possible object
colors in the ideal case.
A summary of both Hunt’s and, to a larger extent, Nayatani’s work in
acknowledgement of Evans’ original work in brilliance is to give Evans’ concept
credence at least in theory. Evans’ supposition that the perception of grayness,
intrinsic in our perception of object color, is intimately related to the perception
of fluorence is rendered credible. Hence, the perception of fluorence may only be
understood in terms of this intrinsic perception of grayness in object color.
Furthermore, the perception of fluorence as mediated by the surround gives an
almost newfound power in the effect of surround on object color perception as its
affect is visually quite striking. Brilliance as a perception can then be considered
at least euphemistically as representative of those perceptions outside the realm
of everyday experience, and in this sense, worthy of consideration in the gamut
of all possible objects in a perceptual representation.

6.5 A CORROBORATION OF EVANS’ G0 EXPERIMENTS
ON BRILLIANCE
Evans’ experiments and theories in brilliance, while languishing for over 30
years, have gained adherents in the last 15 or so years - Hård, Sivik, and
Tonnquist, 1996, through their work in defining the Natural Color System (NCS)
and Nayatani and his work in defining the NTCS variant of the NCS. These latter
works have been all theoretical. Save for Evans’ and his co-worker, B. K.
Swenholt, observations back in the 1950s, there have been no published
empirical results on brilliance - all this compelling color theory and only the
corroborative results of two observers more than 50 years ago.
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Evans’ G0 and his concept of brilliance as an important percept of color and
Hård, Sivik, and Tonnquist and Nayatani’s citing of Evans’ work as secondary
percepts in their NCS system thereby developing a more theoretical basis for it –
all this could be accepted at face value. Instead, it was felt necessary to confirm
or corroborate at least some of these findings with empirical results particularly
as a high-dynamic range (HDR) display has become available for producing
most known aspects of brilliance in test images. See Section 2.5, The MCSL
Prototype HDR Display, for all the details about this display.

6.5.1 Methodology
A methodology for confirming brilliance as a percept of vision was by no
means pre-planned in any logical way. Instead, it was developed over many
instances of trial and error. And of all these instances, two sets of findings seem
worthy of reporting.
First, a lightness series of a set of nearly pure, color stimuli was produced on
the MCSL prototype HDR display in an achromatic surround approximating
Evans’ original experiment. These stimuli were then judged – erroneously, it
turns out - for chromaticness in the NCS or N.T.S.C. sense so that its value at
Evans’ G0 could be ascertained for comparison against theoretical values. As
noted by Evans, these judgments proved difficult as lightness and chroma are
varying simultaneously, and only three (3) expert observer’s data were collected
and analyzed.
A second experiment was defined in which a more extensive series of color
stimuli was produced for display as in the first, only each series was produced at
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constant lightness in an attempt to ease the burden of the observer. In this
experiment, each observer was asked to rate perceived grayness values using a
binomial scale as in “Yes, I saw gray” or “No, I did not.” This experiment also
proved to be difficult with highly variable results. Yet, surprisingly, each of their
resultant findings support the stated purpose here of providing at least some
empirical data that puts this presumed percept on brilliance on a more familiar
basis.

Figure 6-6: Illustration of the wider color gamut (transparent blue) achieved by lowering the white point the
HDR display. The inner gamut in opaque blue is sRGB

In both experiments, the intent was to produce stimuli that both straddle the
area around Evans’

G0

( gr = 0 ) shown in Figures 6-8 and 6-9 and extend through

the fluorent region out to where the brightness of the stimuli equal that of the
!

!

surround. In order to maximize the number stimuli colors, the white point of the
display was reduced by a factor of four through trial and error to increase the
gamut of colors possible yet provide a practical region of fluorence between the
loci of

gr = 0

and equal brightness with the surround. The resultant gamut shown

in Figure 6-6 compared with the sRGB gamut.
!
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6.5.2 Experiment 1 – An Emulation of Evans’ Original Experiment
Five (5) stimuli for each of seven (7) Munsell hues were produced emulating
Evans’ experimental configuration consisting of a surround luminance of
approximately 320

cd

m2

subtending a visual angle of 10 degrees and as pure as

possible stimuli subtending a visual angle of 2 degrees all under dark viewing
!

conditions. The stimuli are plotted in CIELAB in Figure 6-7.

5GY
5Y

5Y

5YR

5Y

5Y

5R
5Y

5RP
5Y

5P
5PB

5Y

5Y

Figure 6-7: The CIELAB values for the seven (7) sample sets in Munsell hue

The HDR’s LCD panel was programmed for pure color in producing the
stimuli [Evans used wratten filters.], and the HDR’s projector luminance varied
over five levels [Evans used neutral density filters.] out to a computed
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CIECAM02 brightness value approximately equal to the surround. Using the
method of constant stimulus, each stimulus was displayed in random order, and
the observers were asked – erroneously, it turns out - to rate each for
chromaticness where chromaticness equals 100 when the perception of grayness
in the stimulus becomes zero.
The results are shown in Figure 6-8 for each of the three (3) observers in terms
of the values of observer rated chromaticness against the computed NCS value
obtained as described later in this dissertation. The dashed line in each observer’s
results represents perfect correspondence between the observer data and the
computed NCS values. The solid line represents the linearly regressed observer
values against the computed values.
In all cases, the regressed observer values do not agree with the NCS
computed values, and while clearly this was a difficult task – rating
chromaticness against simultaneous changes in chroma and luminance, these
results were seriously compromised by an erroneous set of instructions. That
theoretical grayness is a function, not only of NCS chromaticness, but also of
NCS blackness as will be described later. Hence, a grayness value of zero is not
exclusive to a chromaticness of 100 as instructed, and the ratings given here for
chromaticness are not in strict compliance with the Natural Color System or
Nayatani’s Theoretical Color Space chromaticness. Instead, they can be thought
of as a “pseudo-chromaticness” more comparable with grayness itself.
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Figure 6-8: Results in terms of each stimulus’ computed NCS chromaticness versus the observer’s data for
the three observers. The solid line in the fitted observer data against NCS chromaticness [forced through
zero] and the dashed representing perfect agreement with computed values.
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In spite of all this, the point of zero grayness (an observer rated [“pseudo-“]
chromaticness of 100) is in reasonable agreement across the observers – 106.5,
97.4, and 107.5 for observers 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Furthermore, values of
observer rated chromaticness above 100 were noted. Hence, to some degree, the
existence of G0 and the percept of fluorence were demonstrated in a similar way
as Evans in his original experiments of a chromatic stimulus in an achromatic
surround.

6.5.3 Experiment 2: Finding G0
In order to address the difficulties encountered in Experiment 1, a series of
three (3) hues - blue, purple, and red - were produced at up to six (6) levels of
constant luminance as shown in Figure 6-9. The notation Blue, Purple, and Red
correspond to the three (3) HDR primaries
for

g b =0 0 n

,

n 0 n

, and

n 0 0

0 " n " 1 respectively.
!

!

r

!

!

The combined results for four (4) observers are shown in Figure 6-10 in terms
of NCS chromaticness and whiteness computed from the twenty-four (24) NCS
aim color patches as in the above. The data points in blue (open circles) represent
those stimulus perceived as having gray content, and the red (“x”s) has having
no gray content. Those stimuli noted with both are those where some observers
perceived gray and others did not, and it is this category that is most
representative of the results indicating a high degree of uncertainty.
Yet as in Experiment 1, there are areas of agreement that coincide with the
theory. The dotted line represents the loci of G0 ( gr = 0 ), and it is clear that below
this line where

0 " gr " 100 ,

there is a level agreement that the perception of
!

!
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grayness is present. And while hardly in total agreement, above the line, most
stimuli are perceived by most observers as having no gray content – again
fluorent in Evans’ words.

Figure 6-9: Illustration of the wider color gamut (transparent blue) achieved by lowering the white point the
HDR display. The gamut in opaque blue is sRGB

6.5.4 Conclusions
At first, the intent was to provide a definitive set of empirical data in support
of Evans’ percept of brilliance – that the percept appears either gray below what
Evans terms as G0 and fluorent above. However, within the scope of this work,
such a definitive set of data was not possible. Instead, these two experiments at
least confirm the appearance of brilliance in spite of the first experiment’s
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seriously compromised results. Further, while not definitively supportive of the
theories developed by Nayatani, these results certainly do not deny them. And,
as the technology of display media approaches the capabilities of human color
perception, these demonstrations of color serve to point to what is possible and
just how compelling a possibility it is.

Figure 6-10: Combined results for Experiment 2 in terms of NCS Whiteness and Chromaticness where the
open circles represent stimuli where gray content was perceived and the “x”s as those where fno gray
content was observed. The dotted line represents the theoretical loci of G0 ( gr = 0 ).

!
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7 BRIGHTER, MORE COLORFUL COLORS AND
DARKER, DEEPER COLORS BASED ON A
THEME OF BRILLIANCE
To this day, as digital video and digital cinema media technology shows the
real promise of going well beyond MacAdam’s maximum visual efficiency in the
perceptual sense, attempts to implement such technology through brighter, more
colorful primaries than those standard in the industry have been met with the
hue and cry of unnaturalness [e.g. Fedorovskaya,1997]. Have we been so
conditioned to these standards - most of us since childhood - that we consider
video and cinema as a separate reality from what we see every day?
This section asserts that perhaps not – that perhaps it is instead a matter of
rendering. That certain features of a scenes, specifically object or surface colors
and flesh tones, should be rendered as original while other features such as a
blue sky on a crisp winter’s day, a sunset, or a colorful arrangement of flowers
are clear candidates for brighter, more colorful or deeper, darker renderings.

7.1 BACKGROUND
In Part II of their 1996 paper, NCS, Natural Color System, Hård, Sivik, and
Tonnquist [Hård,1996] partitioned the NCS space into nuance (Figure 7-1) by the
primary percepts of blackness and chromaticness. Certain secondary attributes of
color - grayness (gr), clearness (cl), and deepness (dp) are shown in Figure 7-2
and each of the nuance areas are dominated by one or more of these attributes as
given in Table 1. Further, in Figure 7-2, the vectors illustrate the notion of grayer,
clearer, or deeper colors.
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Figure 7-1: NCS nuance partitioning by whiteness (w), blackness (s), and chromaticness (c)

Figure 7-2: NCS color triangle with lines of iso-grayness, deepness, and clearness.
Table 7-1: Nuance categories having a dominating main attribute
Nuance
area
1
2
3
4
!
5
!
6
!

Attribute
characteristic
W >> S > C
W >> C > S
C >> W > S
C >> S > W
S >> C > W
S >> W > C

Verbal description
Toned light grey
Light clear
Brilliant (chromatic clear)
Deep chromatic
Dark deep
Toned dark gray

!
!
!
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The NCS secondary attribute, grayness, is noted by Hård, et al, as influenced
by Evans’ earlier studies [Evans, 1974] of what he, Evans, termed as brilliance.
Just prior to the Hård, Sivik, and Tonnquist 1996 paper, Nayatani [1993] stated
his belief that the function G0 is fundamental, and influenced by this belief, he
proceeded in defining his Nayatani Theoretical Color Space [Nayatani, 2004].
Figure 7-3 illustrates one equi-hue plane in this space with loci of equal grayness
(gr) from a value of zero that corresponds to Evans’ G0 to a value of 100 at
Nayatani’s reference gray (Gr) noted in the section on Brilliance in the above.
Furthermore, as grayness decreases in the region above the Gr-B line from the
point Gr where

gr = 100 ,

the color becomes brighter and more colorful as

illustrated by the upper overlain arrow in Figure 7-3. And as grayness decreases
!

in the region below the Gr-B line, the color becomes deeper and darker.

Figure 7-3: The loci of constant gray in an equi-hue plane for blue in the NTCS overlain with arrows showing
the direction of brighter, more colorful colors and of deeper, darker colors originating at Nayatani’s Gr.
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It should then be possible to demonstrate brighter, more colorful colors and
darker, deeper colors in such a way as to preserve those colors said to be in object
or surface mode – i.e. having gray content ( 0 < gr " 100 ). Those colors without gray
content

( gr " 0 ) are then candidates for expansion in chroma and lightness
!

according to a sigmoidal-like expansion as function of their grayness value that
!

preserves smoothness across the transition from zero gray. In this way, object or
surface colors and specifically flesh tones are preserved, yet colors such as those
in a sunset or colorful fall foliage are made brighter, more colorful and those of a
deep, dark blue sky on a crisp winter’s day made even deeper and darker.

7.2 METHODOLOGY
As a demonstration of some practical interest, sRGB was chosen as the source
set of primaries and a set of extended primaries that emulate the xvYCC encoded
standard [Matsuhiko, et al, 2006] as the target set. The opportunity for brighter,
more colorful colors of deeper, darker colors in a full grid of sRGB scalar values
was computed according to Nayatani’s relationships [Nayatani, 2003] between
grayness

gr

and NCS chromaticness
!

!

where NCS chromaticness

C and
!

C,

whiteness

gr = 2 min(W, S)
!

blackness

S

W,

and blackness S :
!

(7-1)

were derived by necessity from the

set of twenty-four (24) NCS aim color patches and their corresponding CIE XYZ
!

!

values in illuminant A, the CIE 1931 observer, for the NCS notation [Swedish
Standard SS 01 91 03, 1979, and Bencuya, 1984]. Whiteness was computed from
W = 100 " C " S ,

the normalization relationship for the NCS notation.

!
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7.2.1 NCS chromaticness and blackness as derived from CIELAB
LCh
The given NCS primary attributes and their corresponding CIE XYZ values
were first chromatically adapted to the D65 illuminant consistent with the sRGB
and target primaries, and their corresponding CIE LCh values computed for each
of the aim color patches in each of the twenty-four (24) NCS hues [Swedish
Standard SS 01 91 03, 1979, and Bencuya, 1984] using a similar methodology as
Derefeldt and Sahlin [1986]. These data for each NCS hue were regressed against
their given NCS chromaticness
polynomial form

C

and blackness

Sn = fn (C, L, ) and Cn = g n (C, L, )
!

for

S

giving the functions in

n = 1, 2,..., 24

NCS hues (see Figures

!

7-4 (a) and (b) for example).
!

!

!

Because the space of constant NCS hue is a warped space in terms of CIELAB
hue ( hab ), CIELAB hue was regressed within each of the NCS hue sets giving the
additional polynomial form

hab ,n = hn (C, L, )

for

n = 1, 2,..., 24

shown in Figure 7-4(c) for

!

the purpose of interpolating NCS chromaticness and blackness for each of the
!

!

computed CIELAB LCh values in the sRGB grid. The regressed polynomial
forms and their coefficients for each of the twenty-four (24) NCS hues are given
in Appendix C.2: Regressed polynomial forms and their coefficients.
Additionally, the mean and standard deviation in CIELAB hue for each of the
twenty-four (24) planes of constant NCS hue was computed. These statistics are
then treated as a standard normal probability density function for computing the
most likely plane that any given CIELAB LCh will fall closest for interpolation
purposes.
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(a) NCS blackness s

(b) NCS chromaticness c

(c) CIELAB hue
Figure 7-4: Predicted (crosses) and actual (o’s) NCS notation and CIELAB hue (crosses) as a function of
LCh for illuminant D50, NCS Hue B30G with mean-square error noted as “mse”. Note that the “actual” value
for c=100 and s=100 was estimated from the actual data for s=100.
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7.2.2 Interpolation of NCS chromaticness and blackness in an
sRGB grid and the computation of grayness
First, CIELAB LCh values were computed for each point in an 18 x 18 x18
uniformly spaced grid in sRGB scalar values. Then, from the hue statistics
referred to in the above, the maximum probability that each of the CIELAB hue
values in the grid is a member of the twenty-four (24) NCS hues is computed.
Once the most likely plane k of constant NCS hue is determined for any given
CIELAB LCh value in the sRGB grid, the corresponding NCS chromaticness
blackness

Sm ,

and hue

hab ,m , m = k " 1, k, k + 1,

Cm ,

are computed from their corresponding
!

fitted functions
!

Sm = fm (C, L, ) , Cm = g m (C, L, ) ,
!
!

and

hab ,m = hm (C, L, ) .

From the resulting

three space of [Sm ,Cm , hab ,m ] , the value [S,C] is obtained using one dimensional
!

!

!

linear interpolation in the hue ( hab ) component of the given CIELAB LCh value.
!

!

Figure 7-5 illustrates this mapping process for NCS chromaticness [and
!

analogously for NCS blackness]. Now, having NCS chromaticness and blackness
for each point in the sRGB grid, grayness value ( gr ) can be computed from
Equation 7-1 and the normalization relationship for NCS notation.
!

Figure 7-5: Linear interpolation in mapping CIELAB LCh to NCS chromaticness C [and blackness S]
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7.2.3 Expansion in the target set of primaries
Once computed grayness
an expansion factor

"

gr

is available for each grid point in the sRGB cube,

is computed for each point where:
!
$100 # gr 0 # gr '*
" =&
)
% gr 0 # 60 (

!

for

gr < gr 0 ,

an exponent parameter

"

(7-2)

greater and offset

gr 0 .

The choice of

!

functional form for " , while somewhat arbitrary, was made to both provide both
!

!

!

a smooth, continuous transition over all values of gray precluding the occurrence
!

of artifacts and a range of expansion strategies from highly aggressive to more
moderate. The expansion factor α is plotted in Figure 7-6 as a function of gray
value for trial values of
!

"

and

gr 0

that mediate the expansion strategies.

!

$100 # gr 0 # gr '*
Figure 7-6: Lightness and chroma expansion factor " = &
) , gr " gr 0 , as a function of the
% gr 0 # 60 (
grayness ( gr ) of the source sRGB primaries for various parameter values of exponent " and offset gr 0

!
Figure 7-7 illustrates the expansion
method in an
equi-hue plane of the target
!
!

!

set of primaries showing the resultant

"#

!

expansion of an input value [Lin ,Cin ] to

[Lout ,Cout ] along the line passing through the lightness value [LGr , 0] of Nayatani’s
!

!

!
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!

reference gray (Gr) and the coordinates of the input.
chroma at that hue,

LMaxC

CMax

is the maximum

its corresponding lightness computed from the target
!

set of primaries, and the

"

expansion factor computed from the above. The

!

result, as illustrated, is a deeper, darker color. When the vector

"#

points

!

upward, the result is a brighter, more colorful color.
!

Figure 7-7; An equi-hue plane in the target set of primaries showing the resultant expansion of an input
value.

Figure 7-8: CIE L* ( LCMAX ) at maximum chroma ( CMAX ) as a function of hue.

!

!
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The lightness value

LCMAX

at maximum chroma is plotted in Figure 7-8 as a

function of CIELAB hue computed from the derived relationships between
!

CIELAB hue and NCS chromaticness and blackness, illuminant D50, For
comparison, the values derived for Illuminant A by Derefeldt and Sahln [1986]
are shown. Like Evans’ G0,

LCMAX

is a strong function of the chromatic strength of

colors. Furthermore, so is maximum chroma

CMAX ,

and both mediate whether a

!

color is made brighter, more colorful or deeper, darker and to what degree
!

depending on their relative position to reference gray ( LGR ).

!

Figure 7-9: Locus of equi-gray levels in CIELAB for the NCS hue Y overlain by the extent of the sRGB
primaries (dashed) and the xvYCC target set.

Figure 7-9 plots the loci of equi-gray values for the NCS hue Y to illustrate
these dependencies. The radial lines in red originating at reference gray ( LGR )
indicate the direction of expansion, whether deeper, darker or brighter, more
!

colorful. The magnitude of the expansion varies according to the gray value of
the input color and the extent of the target set of primaries relative to sRGB. In
this instance, yellow (Y) as shown and, to a certain extent, green are low in
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chromatic strength having a relatively high lightness values

LCMAX

at maximum

chroma. Hence, they most likely would be made deeper, darker.
!

Blue and red plotted in Figure 7-10, on the other hand, are high in chromatic
strength with more moderate lightness values

LCMAX

Hence, they would be

equally likely made brighter, more colorful to a larger extent or deeper, darker to
!

a lesser extent. Appendix C.3, Loci of equi-gray value for each of the twenty-four
NCS hues, contains the above plotted examples for each of the twenty-four (24)
NCS aim color patches along with their corresponding NCS constant hue plane.

Figure 7-10: Locus of equi-gray levels in CIELAB for the NCS hue R overlain by the extent of the sRGB
primaries (dashed) and the xvYCC target set.

It should be noted that mapping NCS derived grayness to the metric spaces
of CIELAB and CIE XYZ was a practical necessity so that, ultimately, an image
could be rendered to a display as a demonstration and evaluation of this method
and its expansion strategies. And yes, the expansion in brighter, more colorful
and deeper, darker could just as easily been accomplished in NCS or Nayatani’s
theoretical color space than in CIELAB. However, the choice of rendering in
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CIELAB provides for additional, well understood options for gamut expansion
such as lowering the white point thereby putting the neutral axis into play.
Furthermore, this choice leaves open the many possibilities for further gamut
optimization in the global sense afforded by a color appearance model such as
CIECAM02 and in a more localized sense by iCAM and its derivatives.

7.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
7.3.1 The color expansion potential of sRGB by this methodology

Figure 7-11: Locus of equi-gray levels, gr<0, for the sRGB primaries in CIELAB

Figure 7-11 plots loci of equi-grayness for

gr <= 0

(less than zero gray content)

in CIELAB as computed from the sRGB grid and, as such, illustrates the potential
!

in sRGB for expanding colors and making them brighter, more colorful or
deeper, darker. For example, those regions in shown in white would approach
maximum chroma when expanded in the target set of primaries, and those
regions enclosed by the inner-most shell ( gr = 0 ) would be retained close to
original as they have gray content. As can be seen, sRGB provides ample
!
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opportunity for making brighter, more colorful colors or deeper, darker colors in
any targeted set of primaries whose gamut exceeds that of sRGB.

7.3.2 Imaging examples
This methodology was applied to a number of images to test the hypothesis
that outside the region of gray content (e.g., object color and flesh tones),
brighter, more colorful colors and deeper, darker colors are possible. The
parameters

"=4

and

gr 0 = 0

were chosen as a more than adequate demonstration

of the methodology.
!

!

(a) gray value

(b) direction of expansion

(c) original sRGB version

(d) targeted version

Figure 7-12: The Flowers Image
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Figure 7-12(a) illustrates the range of grayness value for the Flowers image.
Gray to white is intended to represent decreasing degrees of gray content
ranging from a value of 100 at reference gray to a value of zero (white). The
shades of red represent decreasing degrees of less than zero gray content and,
hence, prime candidates for expansion. Figure 7-12(b) illustrates the direction of
expansion - brighter, more colorful in red or deeper, darker in blue according to
the methodology presented in this paper.

(a) gray value

(b) direction of expansion

(c) original sRGB version

(d) targeted version

Figure 7-13: The Lady

Note the flower in the upper center of the arrangement. The outer portions of
its petals are brighter, more colorful (red) as noted in Figure 7-12(b) whereas the
inner portions of the petals are deeper, darker (blue). Figure 7-12(d) illustrates
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the result in the targeted primaries as compared to the original in Figure 7-12(c).
Under certain viewing conditions, the noted flower actually appears fluorent in
the Evans’ sense.
Figure 7-13, the image of the Lady, is presented as an example of where this
methodology distinguishes flesh tone as having gray content (Figure 7-13(a))
and, hence, kept close to original. Figure 7-13(c), rendered to the targeted
primaries and when compared to the original (Figure 7-13(c)), indicates a modest
brightening, more colorful region in the lips but little or no effect on the flesh
tones. In Figure 7-14, the Peck Lake image, the blue of the sky and its reflection in
the water are made brighter, more colorful, and portions of the green of the trees
are made deeper, darker.

(a) gray value

(b) direction of expansion

(c) original sRGB version

(d) targeted version
Figure 7-14: The Peck Lake
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7.4 PSYCHOPHYSICAL TESTING
The question now arises of whether the specific aims of this method are met
and accepted by observers. Whether object or surface colors, particularly flesh
tones, would be rendered as original while other features such as a blue sky on a
crisp winter’s day, a sunset, or a colorful arrangement of flowers rendered
brighter, more colorful or deeper, darker. The method is then tested against these
aims using psychophysical methods to determine its effect on the perception of
colorfulness and brightness and observer preference in real scenes.

7.4.1 Test Methodology
Colorfulness, brightness, and preference were scaled psychophysically by
seventeen (17) observers over six (6) versions of ten (10) scenes using the Sony,
prototype, 40 inch, LED backlit, LCD display with an expanded xvYCC encoding
(Appendix B.1: Display Characterization). Viewing conditions were as described
in Section 4.1.2. In addition to the sRGB sourced version, the remaining five (5)
versions ranged from very aggressive to more moderate applications of this
methodology of brighter, more colorful and deeper darker color renderings.
The Observers
Seventeen (17) observers consisting of a variety of demography in age – from
20 to 64, sex, expert and non-expert, and cultural background - American,
Chinese, Japanese, and European.
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The Scenes
Ten (10) representative scenes (Appendix C.1: Brighter, more colorful and
deeper, darker test scenes) were tested – six (6) from sRGB renderings of M. D.
Fairchild’s HDR photographic survey [Fairchild, 2007] chosen for their overall
lightness contrast and colorfulness. Three (3) scenes – Flowers, Coast, and Lady were chosen as a point of comparison to previous studies in this area [e.g.
Casella, 2008]. The scene Rachel was chosen along with the Lady scene as
representative of flesh tones.
Image Preparation
Each version of the sourced sRGB original was prepared according the
methodology defined in the above for each of the expansion factors

" = f (gr, gr 0, # )

plotted in Figure 7-6 against gray content ( gr ) of the source image value and for
!

those values of the parameters grayness offset ( gr 0 ) and exponent

"

!

that define

each of the five (5) versions of the images tested. From Figure 7-6, the version
!

!
[gr 0, " ] = [0, 2]

!

from

is quite aggressive throughout the range of source grayness values –

0 " grayness " 100

where gray content is present and below

grayness " 0

where

gray content is absent. Hence, it would be expected that this version of each of

!

!

the scenes would not support the aim of preserving object colors - particularly
flesh tones. Conversely, it would be expected that the versions of the scenes for
[gr 0, " ] = [80, 4]

!

would easily remain true to this aim expanding only those source

values absent of gray content. The remaining versions,
[40, 4] ,

[gr 0, " ] = [50, 2] ,

[0, 4] ,

and

would be expected to fall between offering progressively increasing
!

!
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!

expansion in the areas absent of gray content and decreasing expansion in the
areas having gray content .
The Psychophysics
Colorfulness and brightness of the expanded versions of the scenes were
scaled using a ratio scale relative to the source sRGB version. In each case, the
sRGB version was displayed on the left and the tested version on the right.
Observers were asked to enter the percent more or less colorful [brighter] the
image on the right was than the image on the left. Preference was scaled using
the method of paired comparison. All possible pairs or each version of each scene
were displayed randomly, and observers were asked simply to pick which
version they preferred.

7.4.2 Results and Discussions
Colorfulness and Brightness
The overall results for colorfulness and brightness for each of the five (5)
versions are reported in Figures 7-15. The observer data is normalized on an
observer-by-observer basis by dividing each observer’s result by their respective
average result to overcome the rubber band effect, i.e., that each observer’s scale
is different. The normalized results are averaged over all scenes and observers
and reported as the log ratio, base 10, of the observer data. A value of zero
indicates that the test version is perceived as the same as the source sRGB
version, a value of 0.31 as two times the colorfulness [brightness] of the source
version or 100% more colorful [brighter], and -0.31 as half or 100% less colorful
[brighter]. The error bars around each result are 95% confidence intervals.
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(a) Colorfulnes

(b) Brightenss
Figure 7-15: The log ratio colorfulness and brightness averaged over all observers and scenes for each
version

As noted, the most aggressive expansion factor ( [gr 0, "] = [0, 2] ) produced images
perceived as approximately 3% higher in average colorfulness and 2% higher in
!

average brightness with at least 95% confidence. The least aggressive factor
( [gr 0, "] = [80, 4] ) was perceived as approximately 2% less in average colorfulness
and brightness. The remaining versions, at least within 95% confidence, were
!

perceived as virtually equal or very slightly less in average colorfulness and
brightness than the source sRGB version.
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(a) Colorfulness

(b) Brightness
Figure 7-16: The log ratio colorfulness and brightness for the Pecks Lake scene averaged over all observers
as an example of observer-by-observer results well within the confidence intervals across all versions

While these results indicate little or no effect on the perception of colorfulness
or brightness in each of these versions of the scenes against the source sRGB
version, it must be remembered from the above that deeper, darker colors are
equally likely as brighter, more colorful in this methodology. Hence, it is not
surprising that the net effect on colorfulness and brightness would be quite small
even in the most aggressive case. Furthermore, the results on an observer-byobserver basis and a scene-by-scene basis (see Figure 7-16, Peck Lake, for
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example) across all versions of a scene were well within the confidence intervals.
In other words, any observer’s perception of colorfulness and brightness could
not reliably be said to be anything other than the same across all versions from
scene to scene.
Preference
Overall preference is plotted in Figure 7-17 in terms of each version’s Z score
averaged over all scenes and observers with error bars in terms of their
corresponding 95% confidence intervals. At least on average, the most aggressive
application of expansion factor ( [gr 0, "] = [0, 2] ) is significantly less preferred than all
other versions including the source sRGB version. All the remaining versions,
!

again on average, were significantly (with 95% confidence) more preferred than
the source sRGB version.

Figure 7-17: Overall Preference

In the most aggressive application ( [gr 0, "] = [0, 2] ), two likely causes of its poor
preference showing are illustrated in Figure 7-18 where the aim of preserving
!

flesh tone was not adhered to and observers are presumably reacting
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unfavorably, and Figure 7-19 where contouring is visible in the sky – a direct
result of the more aggressive application.

(a) Most aggressive version

(b) sRGB version

Figure 7-18: Lady scene illustrating the inability of the most aggressive application ( [gr 0, " ] = [0, 2] ) to
preserve flesh tones

!

(a) Most aggressive version

(b) sRGB version

Figure 7-19: Coast scene illustrating the propensity of the most aggressive application ( [gr 0, " ] = [0, 2] ) for
genrating artifacts – contouring in the sky in this case

On an image-by-image basis as illustrated in the Appendix
C.4: Preference
!
results on a scene-by-scene basis averaged over all observers, the preference
relationships between versions holds up generally in the same way that the
overall results. In both scenes having flesh tone – Rachel and Lady, flesh tones
are preserved in the less aggressive applications of the methodology
( [gr 0, "] = [50, 2] ,
!

!

!

[0, 4] , [40, 4] ,

and

[80, 4] ).

And in all cases, the mean preference of the

!
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less aggressive applications of the methodology can be said to be either
significantly or at least equally preferred over the source sRGB version with 95%
confidence.
Cluster Analysis
On a scene-by-scene basis, image dependencies should be expected. More
colorful scenes (e.g. the Flowers scene) would be expected to behave differently
to the application of this methodology than outdoor scenes (e.g. Pecks Lake) or
scenes predominantly of flesh tone (e.g. Lady) and so on. Furthermore, groups of
observers that prefer more natural looking scenes against those preferring more
colorful or stylized applications of the method should be expected. Hence, a
hierarchical cluster analysis was performed on mean colorfulness, brightness,
and preference on both a scene-by-scene basis and an observer-by-observer basis.
In neither case were any reliable clusters identified in a consistent hierarchy.
Hence, it is suggested that the overall results depicted in Figures 7-16 and 17 are
representative of the results achieved by this methodology at least over the
scenes tested and the observers at hand.

7.5 CONCLUSIONS
Overall, a methodology for achieving brighter, more colorful colors and
deeper, darker colors based on Evans’

G0

and his concept of brilliance was tested

in varying degrees of application in a representative set of scenes in terms of
!

their preference against each scene’s source sRGB original – in essence, that
which is produced under current digital video and digital cinema standards. For
all but the most aggressive application of the methodology, its principle aim was
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substantiated. Each scene having gray content in the Evans/Nayatani sense were
rendered close to original, and most importantly, flesh tones were preserved.
Furthermore, all but the most aggressive application of the method was either
significantly preferred or at least equally preferred over the source sRGB original
version both when averaged across all scenes and on a scene-by-scene basis.
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8 THE GAMUT OF REAL OBJECTS - REDUX
Perhaps most fundamental to the notion of brilliance and its percepts of
grayness and fluorence in the context of perceptual gamut and the gamut of real
objects is the notion of Evans’

G0

as the point where the percept of grayness in a

stimulus disappears. The notion that as brilliance proceeds from the perception
!

of grayness through

G0 ,

the mode of viewing changes from object mode where

color is said to have gray content in both the Nayatani and Evans sense or veiled
!

in the Herring sense10. Above

G0

the mode of viewing becomes what Nayatani

has termed as pseudo-color and Evans as fluorence where the perception of color
!

takes on an almost surreal character noted previously, for example, in the stained
glassed windows in the cathedral at Chartre.
Also discussed previously, the point

G0

is uniquely determined by the

chromatic strength color as represented in a color order system or appearance
!

space. When mapped across all colors in such a system or space, that mapping
then forms a surface that encloses the full volume of object color thus delineating
the gamut of real objects. And such a mapping can be then compared to other
representations the gamut of real objects such as MacAdam [1935] and Pointer
[1980].
In Figure 8-1, the surface of the loci of

G0

or zero gray is mapped to CIELAB

where the MacAdam Limits, the theoretical maximum color gamut of ideal
!

materials, is shown for comparison. The surface was generated using Matlab’s
function convhull which finds the outer boundaries of a volume of data, and as

10

And where color is said to be “broken” in Milton Bradley’s nomographs on the teaching of color to grade scholl students.
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such, assumes the surface is convex. The

G0

loci in CIELAB is not; hence, this

mapping exaggerates the fullness of this surface but does not exaggerate the
!

extent of maximum chroma shown in the plane of CIE a*b* which approaches
that of the MacAdam Limits in the blues and greens (cyan) and between red and
yellow (orange) and falls short in the greens, reds, and yellows.

Figure 8-1: The loci of G0 mapped to CIELAB in their respective color in comparison with the MacAdam
Limits, the theoretical maximum color gamut of ideal materials, shown as a mesh.

The mapping
illustrated in Figure 8.2 plots selected
!

G0

points for each of the

NCS set of twenty-four (24) aim hues with four (4) viewpoints in CIELAB hue.
!

The points are plotted as disks coded by their respective CIELAB color and are
shown, again, in comparison with the MacAdam Limits. Clearly, any
representation of these points as a surface would not be considered convex
making any estimate of volume extremely difficult. Instead, between the points
of maximum chroma, the surface is concave, and while maximum chroma
approaches the MacAdam Limits for most hues, those areas less chromic do not.
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(a) hab = 30o

(b) hab = 120o

!

!

(a) hab = 210o

(b) hab = 300o

Figure 8-2: The points G0 for each of the twenty-four (24) NTS aim hues mapped to CIELAB and shown as
circles of their !
respective color in comparison with the MacAdam Limits,
! the theoretical maximum color
gamut of ideal materials, shown as a mesh.

!

The Pointer [1980] gamut of real surface colors discussed previously is
plotted in Figure 8-3 as a surface [Pointer’s gamut is a convex volume; hence,
Matlab’s convhull works.] and, as shown, is significantly less in both its extent
and fullness than the

G0

mapping.

!
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(a) hab = 30o

(b) hab = 120o

!

!

(a) hab = 210o

(b) hab = 300o

Figure 8-3: The Pointer gamut of object colors mapped to CIELAB as a surface in comparison with the
MacAdam Limits, the theoretical maximum color gamut of ideal materials, shown as a mesh.
!
!

The notion that the perception of grayness is indigenous to all of object or
surface color and the assertion by Nayatani based in the NCS color order system
that grayness is the lesser of NCS whiteness and blackness are almost purely
theoretical. Little empirical data short of Evans’ experiments in the 1950s are
available in support. Yet, as the visual media becomes fully capable of rendering
colors beyond those of objects or surfaces, such a notion becomes very
compelling as a basis for understanding perception in such an extended gamut.
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9 OVERALL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Returning to that region of Sucre on the Caribbean coast of Columbia as “ …
a sea of gentle water that changed colors on account of the blankets of flowers
that covered it according to the time, place, and our state of mind” [Marquez,
2003], it is in this, our visual experience, that is represented in up to six (6)
attributes of surround and stimulus and in a perceptual representation of the
gamut of display media. Any representation based in traditional xy chromaticity
diagrams falls well short of the task.
Lest we think that such thinking in perceptual terms is pervasive through the
media industry today, two recent examples of the documented use of traditional
representation and it incumbent shortcomings were provided to say nothing of
current digital cinema and video standards based in the 1953 N.T.S.C. primaries
as specified by their xy chromaticities. Hence, in spite of recent advances in
wider gamut, high dynamic range display media, traditional thinking prevails,
and the many possibilities for expanding and extending the media experience
foregone.
By way of such a possibility, simply lowering the white point of a display and
in particular, an HDR display, an almost endless color gamut was demonstrated
in the perceptual sense. As such, HDR media is not just about dynamic range
and its obvious effect on luminance contrast. Its purview is much broader in
terms of a perceptual realization of both lightness contrast and color gamut that
approaches or exceeds what we see every day. As such, it more closely aligns
the concept of black and white as colors in a much fuller gamut of color.
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Once the case for perceptual gamut is made, the next question is what
attributes of perception best describe gamut? In a collaborative effort with the
Sony Corporation, a series of psychophysical tests were performed to identify
such attributes and their effect on preference. The findings were that the
perception of colorfulness is most sensitive to changes in the color gamut of a
display and lightness contrast to changes in dynamic range. These two attributes,
lightness contrast and colorfulness, mediate observer preference as gamut is
made smaller or larger in the rendering of real world scenes. Overall, preference
is highest at or near the equivalent color gamut of the N.T.S.C primaries, yet such
a result is highly scene dependent. To forgo a wider color gamut in favor of the
mean viewing experience is to forego the possibilities for an exceptional viewing
experience. Furthermore, no matter how colorful a scene, preference remains low
if there is little lightness contrast, and visa versa, no matter how much dynamic
range or lightness contrast, preference is low if there is little colorfulness11.
Finally, the predictions of the color appearance models CIELAB and
CIECAM02 were tested against observer responses in both dark and ambient
viewing conditions. In a relative sense, both CIELAB and CIECAM02 predicted
the observer responses in each viewing condition12 and, in an absolute sense,
predicted the differences between viewing conditions. Furthermore, while both
models performed well within the statistical significance of these tests, color
gamut area relative to the N.T.S.C. standard performs equally well in similar
viewing conditions. Hence, in similar viewing conditions, gamut area relative to

11
12

This is not to say that a black and white image would not be preferred.
Again, with the noted exception of the Hemholtz-Kohlrausch effect.
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the N.T.S.C. standard can certainly be relied, but in widely different conditions,
the models should used.
CIELAB lightness and chroma would provide an adequate description of
appearance in the most rudimentary context of a single stimulus, yet the affect of
the many nuances of the affect of its surround are not accounted for. And in
more and more complex situations, what the observer actually sees is
correspondingly more and more complex. Both cognitive and sensory effects
such as light and dark adaptation and chromatic adaptation mediated, in turn,
by the surround, background, and proximal fields of a stimulus; spatial effects
such as simultaneous contrast, crispening, and spreading; the Hunt and Stevens
effects, and the Bartleson-Breenman Effect. If CIELAB falls short of a complete
description of appearance in the most rudimentary of contexts, it certainly fails
here. It is to this point, the complexity of color appearance in complex scenes,
that CIECAM02 evolved. Hence, short of the most rudimentary of situations
where none of these effects come into play, CIECAM02 effectively supports the
evaluation of perceptual, visual media gamut.
Returning now to the most compelling portion of Evans’ work – his work on
brilliance, a work that to this day elicits a high degree of skepticism and
questions of its relevance, yet a work that suddenly becomes believable and
relevant as HDR display media develops into a commercially viable product. As
a demonstration to those skeptics and an answer to those questions of relevance,
the MSCL prototype display was configured to replicate Evans’ experiments of a
chromatic stimulus in a achromatic surround as a demonstration of brilliance
and, in particular, its percept of fluorence.
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As in Evans’ case, the experiment was judged to be very difficult rating
chromaticness of an almost pure color stimulus with both chroma and lightness
changing, and only three (3) observers participated. Surprisingly, their results
while noisy agreed quite well with theory. In an attempt to iron out the
difficulties with this test, a similar experiment was performed at constant
lightness, and observers asked to indicate either the presence or absence of
grayness in the Evan’s/Nayatani sense. While more than three observers
participated, the results were even more noisy yet again confirmed the theory.
Armed now with a proven representation of perceptual gamut, Hård, Sivik,
and Tonnquist’s notion of grayness as a secondary attribute of the NCS color
space, and a demonstrable theory of Evans’ brilliance based in Nayatani’s NTCS
color space, a method was developed for producing brighter, more colorful
colors and deeper, darker colors with the aim of preserving object color
perception – flesh tones in particular. The method was successfully
demonstrated and tested in real images using psychophysical methods in the
very real, practical application of expanding the gamut of sRGB into an
emulation of the wide gamut, xvYCC encoding. Hence, in this as well as the
work of Casella [2008], an opportunity for an expanded gamut display media
was demonstrated as long as the renderings of real object color, particularly flesh
tone, remain faithful to their original intent in sRGB.
So, in conclusion, the contributions of this dissertation to the science of
imaging and color are as follows.
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•

A compelling case was developed for the use of perceptual representations of
the gamut of visual media instead of those traditional representations in xy
chromaticity diagrams that provide little or no insight into their perception.

•

The question of how such a perceptual representation should be specified,
enlarged, and manipulated is addressed through appropriate control of
display and viewing condition properties and in collaboration with the Sony
Corporation.

•

Of those CIELAB and CIECAM02 attributes of visual perception, CIECAM02
colorfulness and either CIELAB and CIECAM02 derived lightness contrast
were shown to be the most sensitive to changes in color gamut volume and
display dynamic range respectively.

•

While overall preference was optimized at or about the N.T.S.C or sRGB
gamut, the result was shown to be highly scene dependent, and a reliance on
such an overall result would necessarily forego the possibility of an
exceptional viewing experience.

•

The color appearance models CIELAB and CIECAM02 were shown to
adequately predict the attributes of perception gamut under both normal and
dark viewing conditions as gamut volume was expanded or contracted.
However, as colorfulness and lightness contrast [brightness] were shown to
be the most sensitive to changes in viewing condition and gamut volume
when viewing complex, natural scenes, then CIECAM02

•

The empirical studies of Ralph M. Evans in brilliance were, with limited
scope, duplicated using the prototype, MSCL HDR display. Brilliance as both
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a believable and relevant description of perception outside the realm of
everyday experience in its attribute of fluorence and as an important
component of object color perception in its attribute of grayness was
demonstrated, and the theoretical studies of Y. Nayatani in brilliance based in
the Natural Color Space of Hård, Sivik, and Tonnquist confirmed.
•

In concert with these findings in perceptual gamut and Nayatani’s theories of
brilliance, an application of brilliance for producing brighter, more colorful
colors and deeper, darker colors while preserving object color was developed
and successfully tested in images of real scenes using psychophysical
methods in the very real, practical application of expanding the gamut of
sRGB into an emulation of the wide gamut, xvYCC encoding.

•

In the course of this development, a method based in the work of Derrefeldt
and Sahlin [1986] was developed converting CIELAB appearance attributes to
NCS blackness, whiteness, and chromaticness that addresses Derrefeldt and
Sahlin’s noted problem of accounting for the warping of CIELAB hue in NCS
space.

•

Using this conversion and Nayatani’s relationships for grayness, the
components of brilliance were, for the first time in published form, computed
and plotted in CIELAB, and an expanded gamut computed as a function of
grayness.

And from such a representation, the gamut of object colors

estimated and compared with Pointer’s estimate of the gamut of real object
colors and the MacAdam Limits.
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APPENDIX A: TEST IMAGES
A.1 WHITE POINT TEST IMAGES

Barn

Pastel

Flowers

Lady

Coast
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A.2 RIT TEST IMAGES: THE EFFECTS OF DISPLAY
MEDIA PROPERTIES ON GAMUT VOLUME

Barn

Sunset

Fog

Color Chart

Musicians

Lady

Flowers I

Pastel
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Grand Tetons

Lake

A.3 SONY TEST IMAGES: THE EFFECTS OF DISPLAY
MEDIA PROPERTIES ON GAMUT VOLUME

N1RGB

Fog

N2A

S6RGB

Coast

Barn
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Goal

Flowers II

Swim

Beach
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APPENDIX B: SONY DISPLAY
B.1 DISPLAY CHARACTERIZATION
The Sony display is a 40 inch, extended color gamut, LED backlit, flat panel
LCD with a maximum luminance of 458.9 cd/m2 and a contrast ratio of 1350:1.
Figure B-1 plots the display primaries on a CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram. The
solid line indicates the gamut of the display - an extended gamut, xvYCC
encoding, the broken the gamut of sRGB and the dotted lines the gamut of the
N.T.S.C. 1953 color space. As shown in this figure, the gamut of the display is the
widest, most extended - 107% that of the N.T.S.C. 1953 gamut.

Figure B-1: Chromaticity diagram of the display gamut (solid line). The solid line is the display and the dot
and broken lines indicate those of 1953 N.T.S.C. and sRGB, respectively.

The display was characterized to within an average DE94 of 1.0 and a
standard deviation of 0.67 to the CIE color matching functions for the 1931
observer and illuminant D65 using a LMT C 1210 Colorimeter. A series of 10
step, RGB ramps were measured for lookup table (LUT) generation that convert
RGB linear scalars to RGB counts assuming the three display primaries are
linearly independent [i.e. strictly additive]. Figure B-2 illustrates the degree in
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which this assumption holds true. A random sampling of 100 RGB values was
measured for obtaining a least squared solution to the CIEXYZ values of the
display’s three primaries given in Table 1 in terms of their chromaticities and
luminance.

Figure B-2: CIEXYZ Y versus their respective digital counts for each to the display’s primaries and their
additiviBy (R+G+B) versus measured grayscale (R=G=B)
Table B-1: CIE chromaticities and luminance of the measured display primaries at RIT.
R
G
B
White Point
Black Point

x
0.7038
0.2505
0.1351
0.3521
0.3305

y
0.2953
0.7107
0.0786
0.3137
0.3136

Y(cd/m2)
123
295
33
450
0.65

B.2 SIMULATED PRIMARIES
The following methodology is given for simulating the display of an RGB
image in a reduced color gamut while maintaining the white point of the display
XYZ max ,

keeping hue constant, and using the Sony LCD display primaries with

characteristic matrix M Sony , lookup table LUT Sony of scalar RGB values versus
!

digital counts, and black point XYZ min .
!

!

The CIEXYZ values for the display’s primaries are:
!
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XYZ RGB

"1
$
0
= M Sony $
$0
$
#1

0
1
0
1

0%
'
0'
1'
'
1&

(B-1)

Transforming to CIELAB at the display’s white point, a set of simulated
! by reducing a * and b * each by a factor k to maintain
primaries are obtained

constant hue and by optimizing their relative strengths l = [ l R lG l B ]" in order to
!
!
!
maintain L * or the white point:
!
!

Lab RGB,k = [ l k

(B-2)

k]Lab RGB

The characteristic matrix M k of the simulated gamut is then:
!

# X R,max " X min XG,max " X min X B,max " X min X min &
%
(
!
M k = % YR,max " Ymin YG,max " Ymin YB,max " Ymin Ymin (
%$ Z R,max " Z min ZG,max " Z min Z B,max " Z min Z min ('
k

(B-3)

where XYZ RGB,max are the transformed CIEXYZ values of the simulated RGB
! display’s white point as before, and where XYZ
primaries at the
min are the
!

display’s black point as before.
!

Now, for an RGB image of size N, the scalar RGB values are first obtained by
linear interpolation of the inverse of the lookup table LUT Sony from the image’s
digital counts. The CIEXYZ values for the image in the simulated gamut are then
!

given by:

" RGBimage %
XYZ image,k = M k $
'
# ones(1,N )&

(B-4)

To keep L* of the original image (k = 1), L* of the image is converted tp
CIELAB according to:!
Lab image,k (1,:) = Lab image,1 (1,:)
Lab image,k " XYZ' image,k
!
!
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(B-5)
(B-6)

then converted to scalar RGB values with corresponding scalar RGB values for
displaying the image in the reduced gamut on the Sony display:

[

]

RGB image,k = M"1
Sony XYZ' image,k "repmat( XYZ min ,N )

(B-7)

Finally, RGB digital counts for the image are obtained by linear interpolation
!

of the lookup table LUT Sony from the RGB scalars values.

!
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APPENDIX C: BRIGHTER, MORE COLORFUL AND
DEEPER DARKER COLORS
C.1 BRIGHTER, MORE COLORFUL AND DEEPER,
DARKER TEST SCENES

Cades Cove

Delicate Arch

Flamingo

Golden Gate

O’Canada

Peck Lake

Rachel

Flowers
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Coast

Lady

C.2 REGRESSED POLYNOMIAL FORMS AND THEIR
COEFFICIENTS
C.2.1 NCS Blackness
2
Sn = g n (L* ,Cab ) = A1L*3 + A2L*2 + A3L* + A4Cab
+ A5Cab + A6
A1
A2
A3
NCS Hue

!

A4

A5

A6

MSE

RIOB

0.0000

-0.0020

-0.4920

0.0032

-1.0278

96.55

2.61

R

-0.0001

0.0102

-0.7984

0.0052

-1.2520

99.70

1.32

0.0030 !

-0.9570 !

99.50

2.28

Y90R

0.0000 !

-0.0007 !

-0.6016

Y70R

0.0000

-0.0045

-0.5343

0.0018

-0.7516

101.46

1.89

Y50R

0.0000

-0.0077

-0.4563

0.0012

-0.5824

101.74

1.64

Y30R

0.0000

-0.0096

-0.4489

0.0012

-0.4344

101.62

1.71

YIOR

0.0001

-0.0121

-0.4100

0.0015

-0.3221

100.90

1.89

Y

0.0000

-0.0058

-0.8602

0.0001

-0.0904

100.20

1.38

G90Y

0.0001

-0.0119

-0.4308

0.0015

-0.3141

100.75

1.91

G70Y

0.0001

-0.0106

-0.4796

0.0015

-0.3443

100.99

1.88

G50Y

0.0000

-0.0076

-0.5782

0.0018

-0.4470

101.48

1.91

G30Y

0.0000

-0.0024

-0.7295

0.0024

-0.6354

101.81

2.12

G10Y

0.0000

0.0005

-0.7899

0.0030

-0.7516

101.09

2.21

G

-0.0001

0.0132

-1.3398

0.0022

-0.6366

100.33

1.27

B90G

0.0000

0.0023

-0.8486

0.0029

-0.7452

99.65

2.40

B70G

0.0000

0.0030

-0.8754

0.0033

-0.8032

100.04

2.41

B50G

0.0000

-0.0003

-0.7522

0.0036

-0.8638

100.52

2.01

B30G

0.0000

-0.0033

-0.6164

0.0039

-0.9632

100.49

1.77

B10G

0.0000

-0.0027

-0.6015

0.0037

-1.0485

99.91

1.99

B

-0.0001

0.0045

-0.7148

0.0051

-1.2567

99.89

1.16

R90B

0.0000

-0.0073

-0.3645

0.0032

-1.0860

97.72

1.94

R70B

0.0000

-0.0106

-0.1943

0.0036

-1.0590

95.17

1.90

R50B

0.0000

-0.0038

-0.3667

0.0040

-1.0484

92.58

2.88

R30B

-0.0001

0.0008

-0.5248

0.0041

-1.1003

94.59

3.52

!
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!

C.2.2 NCS Chromaticness
2
Cn = fn (L* ,Cab ) = A1L*3 + A2L*2 + A3L* + A4Cab
+ A5Cab + A6
A
A
A3
1
2
NCS Hue

RIOB

!

0.0000

R
Y90R

0.0001

-0.1142

-0.0133

0.0652

-0.0113 !

0.2016

A5

A6

MSE

-0.0055

1.6150

3.2819

1.66

-0.0079

1.9121

0.6401

0.99

-0.0053 !

1.6071 !

0.4952

1.87

Y70R

0.0001

-0.0148

0.3800

-0.0036

1.4659

-2.1645

2.23

Y50R

0.0001

-0.0168

0.4760

-0.0027

1.3853

-3.0723

2.50

Y30R

0.0001

-0.0150

0.4641

-0.0026

1.3237

-2.8912

2.73

YIOR

0.0001

-0.0098

0.3201

-0.0032

1.3022

-1.6438

2.73

Y

0.0001

-0.0172

0.8728

-0.0018

1.0227

-0.2849

2.56

G90Y

0.0001

-0.0110

0.4021

-0.0031

1.2797

-1.2863

2.58

G70Y

0.0001

-0.0140

0.5474

-0.0034

1.3121

-1.6343

2.55

G50Y

0.0001

-0.0169

0.6444

-0.0040

1.4094

-2.1209

2.48

G30Y

0.0001

-0.0177

0.6019

-0.0053

1.5789

-1.9097

2.25

G10Y

0.0001

-0.0120

0.3297

-0.0064

1.6256

-0.1637

1.73

G

0.0001

-0.0156

0.5935

-0.0053

1.4148

0.8229

1.30

B90G

0.0001

-0.0089

0.2428

-0.0058

1.4936

2.1499

1.58

B70G

0.0001

-0.0124

0.3828

-0.0064

1.5795

1.3067

1.66

B50G

0.0001

-0.0130

0.4143

-0.0070

1.6690

0.2810

1.54

B30G

0.0001

-0.0130

0.3967

-0.0073

1.7630

-0.1628

1.59

B10G

0.0001

-0.0123

0.3374

-0.0068

1.7792

0.2779

1.74

B

0.0001

-0.0120

0.1294

-0.0088

2.0324

0.4860

1.12

R90B

0.0000

-0.0003

-0.1404

-0.0058

1.6889

2.3603

1.19

R70B

0.0000

0.0084

-0.4521

-0.0061

1.5761

4.0482

0.93

R50B

0.0000

0.0010

-0.2699

-0.0062

1.5397

7.3549

1.79

R30B

0.0001

-0.0044

-0.1076

-0.0064

1.6437

4.9475

2.55

!

0.0001

-0.0029

A4

!

!

C.2.3 CIELAB Hue
2
hab ,n = hn (L* ,Cab ) = A1L*3 + A2L*2 + A3L* + A4Cab
+ A5Cab + A6

NCS Hue
RIOB

!

R
Y90R

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

MSE

0.0000

-0.0074

0.3059

0.0008

-0.0208

10.77

0.68

0.0000

-0.0017

0.0175

0.0006

0.0125

0.0000 !

-0.0062 !

0.4173

22.74

0.42

0.0048 !

-0.4794 !

31.90

0.91

Y70R

0.0000

0.0005

0.1349

0.0048

-0.5212

48.61

1.02

Y50R

0.0000

-0.0009

0.2657

0.0036

-0.4440

55.30

0.95

Y30R

0.0000

0.0027

0.1256

0.0025

-0.3756

65.85

0.85

YIOR

0.0000

0.0043

0.0458

0.0009

-0.1785

73.73

0.64

Y

0.0000

0.0095

-0.4198

-0.0001

-0.0170

88.79

0.29

G90Y

0.0000

0.0038

-0.0051

0.0002

-0.0826

87.20

0.41

G70Y

0.0000

0.0051

-0.1924

0.0003

-0.1214

106.63

0.35

G50Y

0.0000

-0.0016

-0.2600

-0.0021

0.2128

120.60

3.37

G30Y

0.0000

0.0021

-0.1553

-0.0002

-0.0846

140.16

0.71

G10Y

0.0000

0.0007

-0.1597

-0.0004

0.0441

160.86

0.44

G

0.0000

-0.0061

0.2360

0.0001

0.0157

164.61

0.14

B90G

0.0000

0.0007

-0.1424

-0.0001

0.0332

182.08

0.28

!
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B70G

0.0000

0.0024

-0.1979

0.0000

-0.0156

196.14

0.29

B50G

0.0000

0.0002

-0.0591

0.0001

-0.0693

205.80

0.27

B30G

0.0000

0.0003

-0.1550

0.0000

-0.0359

222.83

0.25

B10G

0.0001

-0.0089

0.2275

-0.0004

0.0224

236.59

0.54

B

0.0001

-0.0158

0.4634

-0.0014

0.2032

245.48

0.28

R90B

0.0001

-0.0078

0.1136

-0.0005

0.1917

264.23

0.52

R70B

0.0001

-0.0092

0.2443

-0.0010

0.2997

281.86

0.84

R50B

0.0000

-0.0052

0.0993

-0.0005

0.1240

320.24

0.40

R30B

0.0000

-0.0046

0.1417

-0.0008

0.0666

349.89

0.50

C.3 LOCI OF EQUI-GRAY VALUE FOR EACH OF THE
TWENTY-FOUR NCS HUES
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C.3 PREFERENCE RESULTS ON A SCENE-BY-SCENE
BASIS AVERAGED OVER ALL OBSERVERS
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APPENDIX D: MATLAB HDR RENDERING ENGINE
CODE
D.1 HDR_REGISTER
clear
%Build Image
N=4;
Image_Size=152*[1 1];
scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize');
position=[scrsz(3)/2 scrsz(4) scrsz(3)/2 scrsz(4)];
figure('Position',position,'Menubar','none')
Image=255*ones(Image_Size);
v_line=zeros(Image_Size(1),1);
for n=1:N
n_x(n)=Image_Size(2)*((n-1)/N+1/(2*N));
Image(:,int16(Image_Size(2)*((n-1)/N+1/(2*N))))=v_line(:,1);
end
h_line=zeros(1,Image_Size(2));
for n=1:N
n_y(n)=Image_Size(1)*((n-1)/N+1/(2*N));
Image(int16(Image_Size(1)*((n-1)/N+1/(2*N))),:)=h_line(1,:);
end
subplot('position',[0 0 1 1])
imshow(Image)
return

D.2 HDR_FORWARD_MODEL
clear
% load in the data files [Proj LCD XYZ]
data=load('HDR_Calib_Ramps.txt'); %Load ramp digital counts
Proj=data(:,1);
RGB=data(:,4:6);
XYZ=data(:,7:9);
clear data
N=int8(size(Proj,1)/4);
XYZ_black=(XYZ(1*N+1,:)+XYZ(2*N+1,:)+XYZ(3*N+1,:))/3;
XYZ_white=[XYZ(2*N,:);XYZ(3*N,:);XYZ(4*N,:)]';
%Scale black point for each channel's contibution
%ratio=XYZ_white./repmat(sum(XYZ_white')',1,3);
%XYZ_min=ratio.*repmat(XYZ_black',1,3);
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X=[0:255];
%Projector, LCD open
x=Proj(1:N)';
Y=XYZ(1:N,:)';
XYZ_Proj_max=Y(:,N);
XYZ_Proj_min=Y(:,1);
for j=1:3
Y(j,:)=Y(j,:)./XYZ_Proj_max(j,:);
end
L=interp1(x',Y',X','linear');
Proj_LUT=mean(L')';
clear L
figure(1);
plot(X,Proj_LUT)
hold on
plot(x,Y(1,:),'or',x,Y(2,:),'og',x,Y(2,:),'ob')
hold off
title('Projector LUT')
xlabel('digital counts')
ylabel('Scalar P')
'Red Ramp'
x=RGB(N+1:2*N,1);
Y=XYZ(N+1:2*N,:);
for n=1:3
Y(:,n)=(Y(:,n)-XYZ_black(n))./(XYZ_white(n,1)-XYZ_black(n));
end
LCD_LUT(:,:,1)=interp1(x,Y,X,'pchip');
figure(2);hold on
plot(X,LCD_LUT(:,1,1),'r',X,LCD_LUT(:,2,1),'g',X,LCD_LUT(:,3,1),'b')
plot(x,Y(:,1),'or',x,Y(:,2),'og',x,Y(:,3),'ob')
legend('X','Y','Z')
title('LCD Red Channel LUT')
xlabel('digital counts')
ylabel('Scaler')
hold off
'G ramp LCD'
x=RGB(2*N+1:3*N,2);
Y=XYZ(2*N+1:3*N,:);
XYZ_white_G=Y(N,:);
for n=1:3
Y(:,n)=(Y(:,n)-XYZ_black(n))./(XYZ_white_G(n)-XYZ_black(n));
end
LCD_LUT(:,:,2)=interp1(x,Y,X,'pchip');
figure(3);hold on
plot(X,LCD_LUT(:,1,2),'r',X,LCD_LUT(:,2,2),'g',X,LCD_LUT(:,3,2),'b')
plot(x,Y(:,1),'or',x,Y(:,2),'og',x,Y(:,3),'ob')
legend('X','Y','Z')
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title('LCD Green Channel LUT')
xlabel('digital counts')
ylabel('Scaler')
axis([0 255 0 1])
hold off
'B ramp LCD'
x=RGB(3*N+1:4*N,3);
Y=XYZ(3*N+1:4*N,:);
XYZ_white_B=Y(N,:);
for n=1:3
Y(:,n)=(Y(:,n)-XYZ_black(n))./(XYZ_white_B(n)-XYZ_black(n));
end
LCD_LUT(:,:,3)=interp1(x,Y,X,'pchip');
figure(4);hold on
plot(X,LCD_LUT(:,1,3),'r',X,LCD_LUT(:,2,3),'g',X,LCD_LUT(:,3,3),'b')
plot(x,Y(:,1),'or',x,Y(:,2),'og',x,Y(:,3),'ob')
title('LCD Blue Channel LUT')
xlabel('digital counts')
legend('X','Y','Z')
ylabel('Scaler')
axis([0 255 0 1])
hold off
M_HDR=[XYZ_white(:,1)-XYZ_black' XYZ_white(:,2)-XYZ_black' XYZ_white(:,3)-XYZ_black' XYZ_black']
save('Calib_HDR', 'LCD_LUT', 'Proj_LUT','XYZ_white','XYZ_black','M_HDR')
% load in the data files to check accuracy
data=load('HDR_Calib_Random.txt');
Proj=data(:,1);
RGB=data(:,4:6);
XYZ=data(:,7:9);
clear data
RGB_Scalar=[LCD_LUT(RGB(:,1)+1,1,1) LCD_LUT(RGB(:,2)+1,2,2) LCD_LUT(RGB(:,3)+1,3,3)
ones(size(RGB,1),1)];
for n=1:size(Proj,1)
RGB_Scalar(n,:)=Proj_LUT(Proj(n)+1).*RGB_Scalar(n,:);
end
RGB_Scalar=RGB_Scalar';
XYZ_HDR=M_HDR*RGB_Scalar;
WP=sum(XYZ_white');
Lab = lab(XYZ',WP);
Lab_HDR = lab(XYZ_HDR,WP);
De94=deltaE94(Lab, Lab_HDR);
figure(5);scatter3(Lab(2,:),Lab(3,:),De94)
set(gca,'FontSize',14)
xlabel('a*','FontSize',14)
ylabel('b*','FontSize',14)
zlabel('DE94','FontSize',14)
figure(6);hist(De94);
title('DE94 Distribution')
xlabel('DE94')
ylabel('Frequency of Occurance')
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'DE94 mean and variance assuming log normal distribution'
Mean_De94=10^(mean(log10(De94)))
Sigma_log_De94=sqrt(var(log10(De94)))
'Predicted Dynamic Range'
Max=[1 1 1 1]*M_HDR';
Min=Proj_LUT(1)*[0 0 0 1]*M_HDR';
Dyn_Range=Max(2)/Min(2)
figure(7);plot(X,Proj_LUT,'-k',X,LCD_LUT(:,1,1),'-r',X,LCD_LUT(:,2,2),'-g',X,LCD_LUT(:,3,3),'-b')
set(gca,'FontSize',14)
xlabel('digital counts','FontSize',14)
legend('Projector K','LCD R','LCD G','LCD B')
ylabel('Scaler Value','FontSize',14)
axis([0 255 0 1])
return

D.3 HDR_CALIB
function [RGB_HDR,K_HDR]=HDR_Calib(file)
load 'Calib_HDR'%Load calibration data
load(file)%Load XYZ image
Size=size(XYZ_img);
if Size(1)>Size(2)
M=896/Size(1);
else
M=640/Size(2);
end
XYZ_img=imresize(XYZ_img,M);
Size=size(XYZ_img);
M_Inv=inv(M_HDR(1:3,1:3));
N=Size(1)*Size(2);
XYZ_img=reshape(XYZ_img,Size(1)*Size(2),3);
%Scale image
Min_XYZ=XYZ_black.*Proj_LUT(1);
Min_XYZ=repmat(Min_XYZ,N,1);
Max_XYZ=sum(XYZ_white');
Max_XYZ=repmat(Max_XYZ,N,1);
Range_XYZ=Max_XYZ-Min_XYZ;
Min_XYZ_img=min(XYZ_img);
Min_XYZ_img=repmat(Min_XYZ_img,N,1);
Max_XYZ_img=max(XYZ_img);
Max_XYZ_img=repmat(Max_XYZ_img,N,1);
Range_XYZ_img=Max_XYZ_img-Min_XYZ_img;
XYZ_img=XYZ_img-Min_XYZ_img;
Delta_XYZ=XYZ_img.*Range_XYZ./Range_XYZ_img;
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S_RGB=(M_Inv*Delta_XYZ');
XYZ=Delta_XYZ+Min_XYZ;
Black=repmat(XYZ_black,N,1);
S_Proj=min((XYZ./Black)')';
S_Proj=(S_Proj<1).*S_Proj+(S_Proj>=1);
S_Proj=(S_Proj<Proj_LUT(1)).*repmat(Proj_LUT(1),N,1)+(S_Proj>=Proj_LUT(1)).*S_Proj;
del_XYZ=XYZ-repmat(S_Proj,1,3).*repmat(XYZ_black,N,1);
S_RGB=(M_Inv*Delta_XYZ')'./repmat(S_Proj,1,3);
%t1=S_RGB(:,1)<0.0125|S_RGB(:,2)<0.0125|S_RGB(:,3)<0.0125;
%S_Proj=t1.*max([max(S_RGB')' 0.125*S_Proj]')'+~t1.*S_Proj;
%S_Proj=(S_Proj<Proj_LUT(1)).*repmat(Proj_LUT(1),N,1)+(S_Proj>=Proj_LUT(1)).*S_Proj;
%del_XYZ=XYZ-repmat(S_Proj,1,3).*repmat(XYZ_black,N,1);
%S_RGB=(M_Inv*del_XYZ')'./repmat(S_Proj,1,3);
%Fix Out-of-Gamut points
t1=repmat(S_RGB(:,1)>1|S_RGB(:,2)>1|S_RGB(:,3)>1,1,3);
S_RGB=t1.*S_RGB./repmat((max(S_RGB')'),1,3)+~t1.*S_RGB;
%Done Fix
Y=[0:255];
X_Proj=int16(interp1(Proj_LUT,Y,S_Proj,'nearest'));
K_HDR=reshape(X_Proj,Size(1),Size(2));
K_HDR=uint8(K_HDR);
X_RGB(:,1)=int16(interp1(LCD_LUT(:,1),Y,S_RGB(:,1),'nearest'));
X_RGB(:,2)=int16(interp1(LCD_LUT(:,2),Y,S_RGB(:,2),'nearest'));
X_RGB(:,3)=int16(interp1(LCD_LUT(:,3),Y,S_RGB(:,3),'nearest'));
RGB_HDR=reshape(X_RGB,Size(1),Size(2),3);
RGB_HDR=uint8(RGB_HDR);
return

D.4 HDR_TRANSFER
function Image=HDR_Transform(file)
close all
load ('HDR_Transform','H');
load(file);
Size=size(K_HDR);
Image = imtransform(K_HDR,H,'nearest',...
'XData',[1 Size(2)], 'YData',[1 Size(1)]);
position_LCD=[0 0 1024 768]
position_Proj=[1024 0 1024 768]
figure('Position',position_LCD,'Menubar','none','Color','k')
%subplot('position',[0 0 1 1])
subplot('position',[(1024-Size(2))/2048 (768-Size(1))/1536 Size(2)/1024 Size(1)/768])
imshow(RGB_HDR)
figure('Position',position_Proj,'Menubar','none','Color','k')
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%subplot('position',[0 0 1 1])
subplot('position',[(1024-Size(2))/2048 (768-Size(1))/1536 Size(2)/1024 Size(1)/768])
imshow(Image)
return
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